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From Friday'. daily.
J. S. Sall vs. F. H. Joiner is the ityle
of an action for damages flied in the-
Circuit Ooart this morning in which
the plaintiff asks for judgment in the
sum of $1,000.
The snit grows out of the alleged false
arrest of plaintiff at the defendant's in-
stance on Dec. 19 Ezell says in hie pe
tibias that he raised a crop of tobacco
on shares with defendant in 1899. LT n•
der the oontrect he claimed that he had
a right to deliver the crop upon the mar
kat sad in putIntheses of this right on
December 17 he employed one R. E
Roberts to haul it W Clarksville. This
he claims was with Joiner's consent
He sold the lOtpla tobacoo In Clarksville
and she defendant telephoned the pur-
chaser forbidding paement of money to
the plaintiff On the following day he
seedling again telephoned to
procuring the arrest of the
plaintiff on the false charge of stealing
the tobwoo. Bel** he was publicly,
arreeSed and faisdlytlellained, greatly to
big a. --
R . Z. Roberts files a similar snit
against the same defendant with simi-
lar &mutations.
rrom rridayepiatiy
Mr. William Van [looser, a young
Virginia street grooery merchant, died
last night in his apartments in the Hord
block. after an illness of several weeks.
Mr. Van Homer suffered from chronic
rheumatism, aggravated by a serious
abscess. which exhausted his vitality and
retested to yield to treatment.
He came to this city from North
Christian three years ago, aid engaged
in the grocery business which he par.
sued with moder ae mown. He was a
quiet, r.naesumtng man, greatly esteem-
ed by alt who knew him. Mr. Van
Rooms was thirty-five years of age and
twee* a JOONg wife and two small chit-
dr.. The banal will take place to-
satieverr morning at the Ooartney grave-
yard. North of the city.
MRS. bARJCER JESUP AND CHILD.
The Fairview Review says: There
has been a report circulated in this sec-
tion that the wife of Mr. 0. B. Jesup
and child have each a case of small-pox.
We have talked with the physician,
wise has been attending them. He says
besdoes not know whether it is small-
er not, an& limaise doctor can tell
ailletrence between a mild came of
and • atm of ohicten-pox,
and if there were no reported oases o.
arnall-pox in the weatry he would have
milled it slainkespox. Neither have been
doh emmeglailAco to bed from. 11 what-
ever 11 5. The physioian who is attend-
ing them says that he pronounced it
small-pox so that is would isolate them,
so that if it should be small-pox it would
DOS get scattered. Teta Is the only case
in this smiles er.r.1 is of a suspicious
character There has also heed t"fe Case
of something like the abiaa, at Peru
broke aed ooe at Trade&
FREE OF CHARGE.
Any adult suffering ft-em a cold settl-
ed on Ult, toreese, bronchitis, throat or
Inas 'rosiness, any nature, who will
mall as K Wyltt's, will be presented
with a sample bottle of Rimporiee's Gtig-
man Syrup, free of charge. Only one
bottle given to one pram, and none to
children without order from parents.
No throat or hang reale 'y ever had
each a sale as Beechwe's Getman Syrup
In all perm ash, civilised world. Twen-
ty years age sailboat' of bottles were
given sway, and your druggist will tell
you Its suecsse was marvetons. Is is
ty the only Throat and Long Reme-
dy gear-raby endoesed by physicians
One 75 cent boom will cure or prove its
Valet+. Sold by dealers in ail civeis -4
won:rise.
Ky , Jan, Main, le00
Editor blew KRA :
The offering. she. week were over one
handreo hhda. Toe market Mai fairly
steady at former prices. Doubteets ow-
ing go soft condition of lam part of toe
offerings, roue with the continuous rains
and heavy deliveries of loose tobacco,
we may expect a good deal of SOU tobac-
cos and lower prices. LitAlti buyers are
very busy riding, but Gig sod receiving
at factorl-et Qx..iity of off ,nr•gs is on-
ly for but tittle 1 0.1 or ft •-• t tosec,os
have appeared rei tar
IdeneeeePae.^.....O'nAld as it is given us to see it. ite.,e",,,,...--,,;."..-...,-............,„..„,,..
THIS rIAN GOEBEL, On the night of Saturday, January 13, NEWS FRom1
a AND HIS CRIMES. i
5 at about 8 .15 oock, within lees than'cl
Notwithstanding conclusive proof of
the Hon. William Goebers complicity
in many high crimes and conspiracies,
so lavishly furnished by certain Louis-
ville papers; notwithstanding his te-
sponsibiltty for famine in certain quer
lets and contagion in other portions of
the land, we remained loyal to his toter-
at
8:15 o'oloek. As the nominee of the
Democratic party he was entitled to re-
ceive, and did receve, our support. We
are partisan, we admit it. This being
true we have not given our columns SO
the dissemination of the overwhelming
Mots of our candidate's guilt, gathered
with so mach industry, at so much
pains and elpense by the virtuous and
upright Post. Dispatch and Oommercial
in the iatereet of political purity and re•
f,..rm Nay! On the other hand, we
confess that we have in wine measure
condoned the crimes and misedmeanors
of which Mr. Goetel stood convicted by
Use jest and impartial Louisville editors
and their disinterested associates in the
We did think for a time that there
was a bare possibility of an injustice
being done Mr. Goebel by thefe honest
minded men; that, like many other
leaders of great refotms, e very inten-
sity of their convictions and earnestness
of their purposes might carry them to
extremea,which would react nelbn them
Deep in our hearts, however, lurked a
silent but profound admiration of their
consecration to duty, the spirit that
could bare the breast to
“Th' oppressor's wrung, the proud man's
contumely,"
smiling at ridicule and inviting martyr-
dom for conscience sake, with a Arm re
hence on posterity for vindication.
III
Yes, while quietly In our sanctum
here, we taxed our resources and ex-
hausted our ingenuity in defending Mr.
Goebel from charges so abundantly
proven in Lonisvil'e, we felt at times
the aocrasing presence of a thousand vie
Sims who had gone down to the dream-
lees dust through the machinations of
this' man Got-bel, and because of his
vaulting ambition. Ever in the still
hours of night, when racking our poor
brain for theories to establish for him
an alibi, we could sae the sad, reproach-
ful faces cf the Faintly coterie, the sanc-
tified brotherhood who are laboring so
seslonsiy to put down Goebeliam The
minted Knott, the halo-crowned Owens,
the pale, sweet Hallam, the youthful
(3o/heti, the immaculate Breckturidee,
the gentle. amiable Brown, the martyr-
ed Whallen all, all of the noble band
seemed to confront us while we tossed
elelm stole upon us, came
thronging through our dreams the
shades of all the victims of Goebel from
the deluge of water, whsu the world
was young, to the recent deluge of blood
at Frankfort,
-131srisiking their curses in our shrinking
AU theseVends ,,e- bore for Site sake
of our party, aud our" loyalty was me
sleek he en by all t damning pages of
proof.
4..4nrbei's direct deiweut from
gr-at crimutais 2'-°.
••W hose mortal taste br 'tight death into
this world and all our woe,-
we did not ettempt to deity. We argued,
sae with some pirusibliity, that the
charge cf hereditary proueliess evii
Was rather remote. But our contenapo•
runes bra Me best of the proof. And
we own our inability to disprove the
charge that Goebel is the original wan-
dering Jew. But we thouslas is par-
tial refutation to arga. that if he is a
Jew He would natal! have taken such a
conspicuous part in the proceedings
against Dreyfuo as his enemies charg•
ed. Agate, we +sere borne down with
efilervits. In a facetious mean-tut we
dee:hired thet tots reel:Met had net yet
primes% Mai a horse stilted. Wnereapoze
is worgravely seown by sworn auto-
monis that Mr (to-bet did unot atteti
toe animal •-•41-10.1 of sae Illinois Anti-
Horse The f Association, ergo Goebel Is
in co.lusiou with the noire. thieves two
necessarily ;unwept criminis As to
She wrecking of the Maine, the ;trireme
tenon of tbe t ratossaal war, the preval-
ent:IA of small p5Le, Cie facieue in India,
the butiotriO plague, or the epidemic of
measles among babies whose pare-rite.
Rad oppose-d Goebel's plans, we woula
not steady ourselves by attempting to
eoutrOweet soca evil - rice RS the. Post.
Dispatch, arid Omeniennal acme:puha
ea We artfully dome-el three imitate.
The ese-basene ut et • GO- tel ceupor
pi boots no litho) at Fs abktort suet the refusal to at-
110@4 00 low private telegrams or letters detn
4 U0(4 5 00
mental to his intere-ts to sent to el
from the capital city, wig, we admit
.5 Wet 50 rather au .r ey prodeetime. The6 freett 00
.. .8 U041000 secret 00uspirecy bet a ern Um- bee Goy
$42 *web al Preemies
For 50'-worth of work, we are # Ong
away WatchesReeyeley, Sewing Ma-
chines. Owe it, it', to introduce our
per, p Pastime, • tilgh class illustrated
paper of.frons 16 to 13 large pace's; 64
to Ile chow, Good iloonea, Literature.
Art, Homer. Letter. of Travel in For-
Mira Lased., &o. and all you have to do
$0gee 0 worth of mreeetste is ea gm; to
enne,rittars at 10. each Send be %al the
I
stamps for fall Parribol*t", yogi has Of and site fireman sales, fad took like ear-
menus. and our paper. Pastime tov 6 i nine wogs too for, bet, knowing that
1menthe Address the Pesetas.) 0o
lowiteville. Ky. 
..
goat men will bometimea do wrong in
C11114D IN A DAY
"Mystic 'are" for Rheumatism
Nearaleis radicelly cures it ta from
TO 3 dank Is action upon tire ev.tetn
I. remarkable and 'nye/prism-. It re- ,
1160,9111 at once the manse and the disease /1/
Immediately disappears The first dose crimes are coming so CIOPE3 to our homes
a.ervetly benefit 'lents. geld by R l and tireirdea that she party laph.nor long
liardwielt. druggists, Hopkinoville devotion to Inc cause, det.•r as. Our
at3.3m
duty is imperative, and we must follow
wan and It relegate Mr. Bryan
and tale.wiarge tue Notional Oil
'fitment, a- call not deny did have
about it t,i of tr.-aeon ; lb,
Menge g of thsodeands of armed rufYisus
to gr,,,,,kf"rt, to frigate° bulidose and
muffled -At, in- Maui wouuteneeers who
were there r 'hot Itealto, looked like
Satinet II Iowa h•i,ded savantag-; the is-
sue g ef pi rut ptUry order/ to stop every
L :•4 tree, it Fr iuktort, and kick
entree er arid tor•dnetor three times
the heat of puiltic.1 excitement, we
could riot, toys/ D-icuocrats, protest
enamel ileebsife policy. And yet
e proofs of his deens,calin
erthenlf SOS forst) in these truth-
if,' peva'.
VI
villa railroad' colided with terrific force,
wrecking the locomotives and entailing
fearful ruin. True, no one was inn,
but what of,that. Now, applying the
logic of the Louisville Post, Ma, Goa-
TOL STANDS BEFORa THE PLO:- LE CF KEN-
TUCKY GUILTY OF THE CRIME OF TRAIN
WRICK1110, the penalty for which is con-
finement in the penitentiary
VII
(1.) Mr. Gisebel'i hostility to the L
& N H It Cc, is recognised.
(2) He has framed and passed laws
calculated to curtail the powers and
profits of this cortoratioo, (s) has de-
clared on the stump that the L & N.,
had been (..emeleu int BM TRAIL and (b),
that he had BEEN DOING SOME
CAMPING HIMSELF.
(3) MR. GOIML HAS NOT MOW HIS
RESTONSI SUITT FOR THE WRECK ; (a) he
has not statedoether in public or in pri-
vate, THAT En WAS IN FRAM:701W, Oa
ANEW/HIRE ELSE at 8:15 o'cock on Sat-
urday night. Jan. 13, 1900, (b) nor has
he denied Wog at or Lear Hockinsville
on the said date, in his air ship, disguis-
ed as a Sunday School Superintendent,
(thus profaning a sacred calling and in-
sulting all religious peopl,) accompani-
ed * Jack Chian and Eph. Lillard?
THEREFoltg, Can anything be plainer
than that Goebel is guilty? Will any
fair minded, free Kentuckian, who be
Hemet in honest elections and purity in
politics and our home., now dont t the
motives of the monster who is ruling
Kentucky with an iron hand No!
Down with Goebel and Goebelism !
Promioest Todd Cousty Citizen Follows
His Wife to the Grave.
From Monday'. dal! y.
Last Thursday the New ERA chroni-
cled the mid death of Mrs. Webb 0.
Garth, in Nashville, where she had Rote
from her home near Trenton to see her
husband, who was under treetmaut at
Dr. Brigge's Infirmary. Mr. Garth had
gone to the Infirmary to undergo a very
dangerous operation, upon the result of
which his life depended. The operation
was performed on Nov. 7th, This
morning his son at Trenton wee notified
that Mr. Garth died at 2 :30 a. m. After
the operation Mr. Garth did not im-
prove. A series of complications set in
which, with his safeebled condition,
operated against his recovery.
Mr. Garth was stxty•nine years of age,
and was born near his late home in
Todd county, his pareett having been
among the earliest settlers of that sec-
tion, emigrating from Virginia.
He was liberally °dogsled and follow-
ed educational pursuits and the breed-
ing of fine horses and cattle with great
sumiess, accumulating& handaome es-
tate, and ownieg one's( the finest farms
in Todd county.
Mr. Garth leaves three sone Messrs.
Anderson, John and Dadley, and Mrs.
Joe Edwards, pf Nashville. He was a
brother of Mrs. Jerre H. Bell, of this
eity.
The body was brought to Trenton
from Nashville at 9 o'dock this morn
ing end the 'burial I take place to-
morrow morning from e home of his
goo, Mr Anderson Gar*.
eTWO 11.1PamPS."
It is reldom that a better or more re-
fined comedy than"Twollerry Tramps"
,s seen upon the local nye and eh a mere-
announcement of the nimee of Wood ets
Ward will doubtless al the theatre
when they appear here elm.
Will Elliott Stabbed to Both In Trigg
County.
remittable J. L, Ahart a posse ar-
rived at Cadiz Saturday, moon with
W. E Wyatt, charged tilt killing
Will Elliott Friday nigh near Go den
Pond, • village Sri-lye es we-st of
Oaths No examiniog I ham been
held for lack of wituessent
These are the circamst ere as tooted
by Conseable Ahart W t and others
were in a tie-makers.' car*, when El.
host entered and began s nao Wyatt.
the tent,and tri-d to drag hin out
cutting at him with a kn
As they went by a
snatchei a butcher knife
Elliott Si ice through a
heart, kiting him imam)
It is thought there is a
in the affair, although W
rally was &boat sotne
Elliott WAS an ex emir
is mown of Wyatt xee
rout near Waverly. I entl
-
'oho ,-













vonderfully successful In p
lame back, kidney. bladder,
riles and Bright's Disease, w
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Khmer's Swamp-R
ommended for everything but
ney, liver or bladder treub.e
just the remedy you need. It
in so many ways, in hospital
practice, among the helpless t
chase relief and has proved
every case that a special a
been made by wnich all read
who have not already tried it,
sample bottle sent free by m
telling more about Swamp-
find out if you have kidney or
When writing mention readin
offer in this paper and
send your address to
Dr. Kilmer fe Co.,BIng-
hamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent and n



























one mile of this city, two freight trains
.
anthroy And
on the tracks of the Louisville and Neale-
[SPECIAL YO,NEW KR A !
1 FRANKFORT, Ky, Jae. 22 --The j
House today voted to seat Oorbett !
(De crat) who contested the seat of
Markham (Republican).
The evidence brought out Fhowed
that Corbett was p!ainly entVled to the
[seat.
The Senate adjourned today out of
respect to the memory of the late Judge
Hayes G. Petrie, of Todd county, a for-
Attorneys for both sides were busy
all day preparing evidence to be sub-
mitted during the week. While no
agreement has been reached regarding
the time to be allowed for .the further
introduction of evidence it is generally
ba,lieved that it will require all this
week for the examination of witnesses,
and that arguments will not be made
until next week
From Monday's daily.
Mr. Samuel H. Harrison died at 2 :30
o'clock this morning at his home on
Campbell street after an illness extend-
ing through a period of fourteen months.
He was a victim of a compication of
maladies wbtch had gradually exhaust-
ed his strength and vitality and reduced
his once robust form to a shadow of his
Mr. Harrison had been confined to his
room since October, growing gradually
worse, the fatal complications resisting
the more skilled treatment. He and the
members of his family knew that the-
end watt at baud.
Mr. liarrtoon was a
tinsoilhs; having been born here 60 years
ago. He received a liberal education
end grew to manhood among the people
of this Oommunity. At the outbreak of
the civil war he joined the 27th Ky.
regiment, Federal infantry, and was
promoted to a lieutenancy. Lie fought
in many of the bloodiest battles of the
war. Returning to this city after the
war he resumed his trade which he fol-
lowed for many years with SW-COW He
identified himself with the Republican
party and wet always active in its coun-
cils and conspicuous In party organisa-
tion and emir. Though a partisan he
eimjoyu d the esteem and confiaence of
the community, regarelb us of party. Mr.
Harrison's wife and five children, three
sons and two daughters, survive him,
his dzath being the first to break the
Newly circle
He was a life long member of the
Itinthouiet church
Ghia & Garner's Wild Gonne Lint
relent cores rheumatism and neuralgia
T 74)Ut RES INC SPOT. At all druggist
A 1110NesTEIt DNVILY1811
Destroying its victim, is • type of coil
•tipat.oi • The power of this murderous
malady is fell on omens amid nervics sou
tummies and brain. There's net !matte
ti.I it's irrernom e But Dr King's New
Life Ptilleentra safe slut certain cure.
Beet in ,the world for Senna:h. Liver,
Kidneys Auld Bowels. Onty 23 cents at
L L Eights, 0. K. Wyly''', R. 0. Hard-
j 0 anti Anderson &
Fowler's' drug woes
The most desirable store-
room in Hopkinsville. The
be‘t stand, fine-t building
and all modern conveniences
Apply at once to
& COMPANY.
Phil
The present (emend for well drilled
Oateopaths greatly exceeds the supply
Letters are receivedely the necreta.y al-
most daily asking thItt oLerators le sent
out ibto the world. Those requests cam
from communities Where Osteopathy
has been known try its work. But every
competent Osteopat now pleasantly
located and overrun h work, while
the total number of ittimientt now in the
school would not, if graduated, supply
the demand of one state hione This de-
mand for Osteopaths will increase Ev-
ery day cures are being accomplished at
the Infirmary, and theeg people go Lowe






could step into a good practice are daily
added to the list Young men and wo-
men wbo are about to choice a life
work should investigate Osteopathy by
all means. There is to profession in
which youth and brains will find a more
pleasant and profitable employment.
There is no avocation in life which
places in reach of the industrious young
men and women of today as great op-
portunities as are t ffered in the science
of Osteopathy. Other trades and pro-
fessions are full to over ti )Wing ; many
are so badly overdone as to be unremno•
erative to even their most experienced
and competent followers. Osteopathy is
new. Its absolute success in dealing
with disease is a guarantee that the
young men and women who equip them
selves with a knowledge of this new
philosophy will reap a rich reward in
worldly goods, and, what is greater
still, will "live to bless mankind " The
world is full of disease and suffering
which all other systems have failed to
benefit. The practiouer who can reach
these people and give them relief will
tied the public ready to give him a gen-
erous reception.
It seems the part of wisdom for youog
men and women to fully investigate
\Osteopathy. It will pay to consider this
profession as a life work. If you have
not given the matter a tLouiht before,
and if you have no life work selected, it
I. a good time to make arraugements to
enter the Southern School of Osteopathy.
Other schools of Osteopathy have de-
termined to raise the tuition and it is
, f wisdom for those who expect to study
Osteopathy to enter the lie-xt class. If
you are interested in the matter the
management of this institution will be
pleased to give you any information de-
sired.
For information, Catalogue and
Journal of Osteopathy address. ''TE
SOUTHERN SOHOOL OF OS EOPA -
THY, Incorporated. FRANKLie, leY
JUDGE HAYES PETRIE DEAD.




A dispateL from Eiktou L0 today's
varier Journal 'aye: "JO gee H. G.
Orin's, the veteran eitiZen. teibker an.;
,ttayer, Sled at hki lioni9 in this city
last night, having reacird ueLrly eigtity
years. He has been in feeble health
nearly a yeii, cot:fiend to
eis home and bed only a few day .
there was ten ii. tier khown cr bet te:
bolutit d citiz tho cou'‘ty ti all he,
sod his death is a public ceheeity
Judge Petrie was boric, reared led livntl
nis life out in this community and was
al*ays uotoi for his charity heel 'lobl.
public spirit In polities he wee it Re.
publican, but was esteemed by all, irre•
.pective of political predilections. He
was elected :re two riffles only, Strite
Senator and member of the Costitu-
tional He was known
among his people as the grand 01 man
old leaves a herid-caris estate
rhe, funeral rya, eoedune ti from ire
Presbytertin church this afternoou, at
which nearly tv.ry busily in this en
lire city w repre settled."
Walker's Tonic is the link that pick,
up the vital for-e of Wan in Ii - run
down state anti hinder hen to health and
streugth by recuperating the brain, Teti
ulating the &mien of the neart ant
nourishing the uervoter system
TIRE
NO111110 LIKE IT
In She east, weet, north or petite
THE MIORIliKe TIILECRAPN
is onneeeterity the brie/ester
paper in the Union. Its nwIcs et
the day ie concise. lie fleaerria•
news is authoritative Ire th.n1
neat thew. is rem is lee« PP rat
news is siinpiy n .poroichar,p,
It has opecial features that veil
not be obtained from any oth•-r
source.
THE SUNDAY Itt.CDIADH
is s. good as Pelf a itt other
weekly papers put tegette r.
gives yea ing ten s the teitertein
went the, overture weekly does It
I. brimful of tale reel aneerinte sf
proems and thinks ynn know, you
ought to know, or would like to
know. Ic is a mighty Interesting
starter, with an interesting person-
ality
7HE PICTLIRt SUPPeeMeNT
is lint squat ad by arty tither news
paper on the face of the globe
The pictures are timely, interest
ing, newsy and new They are in
• °me respect, superior tee theorist
trial photograph., and no amount
of description could do them the
justice. that your own eyes would
Sold everywhere, hy every live
dealer, every day in the week. If
your dealer doom not happen to
have it on hand, insist that he get
it for you. If he is the right kind
of a man, he will "apply you. If
he won't supply you, we will.
TRIAL RATES FOR ONE MONTH:
Plunder Only. • - 2%, cents
Daily and Sunday, - One Dollar
DAILY TELEGRAFH CO• •
140, Wes, 424 st ,
NNW YORK
Mr. 0. B. Hallows Died Friday at
Springfield, Team.
c -From Saturday's daily.
Mr 0. B. Hallums, formerly of this
cityelied yesterday morning at 6 o'clock
et the home of his un-le, Mr. Ohms P.
Helium', of Springfield, Tenu.
Ho was a prominent young tobacco
dealer and when stricken last Saturday
had arrangements made for removal
with his family to Clarksville to engage
in the business there. He Leaves a wife
and two children together with a large
°trots of relatives. His funeral ooeured
at the home this afternoon at V o'clock
with services conducted by Rev. L. D
Riddell, of the Christian church, of
which he was a member. His remit**
were interred in Eimwood Oemetery.
Mr. Helium was a resident of Hop'
kiusville three years, being engaged in
the tobacco baldness. He had a host of
friends and admi.rem here who tfill t
' rn of his death with deep regret.,
From Friday's daily.
Harrison Wade, one of the oldest °in-
sane of Todd county, father of F. E.
Wade, of Elkton, died at his home near
Fairview of pneumeni41, aged 79. There
are few older citizens in the county.
Denjamine F. Fox, a well-known
planter of the Herndon neighbor
Todd county, died last evening of-'ty-
phoid fever. He was thirty.four
old and leaves a wife and one child
Cumberland Telephone and
Telegraph Company, -
You are hereby notified that it is pro-
i-oaesd, on the 25th day of January, A.
D , 1900, at a special meeting of the
stock-holders of this Oompany, called to
meet that day at Hopkinaville,Ohnstian
county, Kentucky, to submit the goes
tion of consolidating this Oompany pad
The Ohio Valley Telephone Oom
of Louisville, Jefferson minty, into 
company, under the name and style of
She Onmberlaud Telephone & Telegraph
°misplay, with its principal offloei at
Hopkinsville, Ky., the main terms 'Ake
consolidation to be as follows:
The capital stock of the consolidated
oompeny is to be ten millions of dollars,
in shires of one hundred dollars each,
of which shares are to be issued and go
to the share-holdets of the present
Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph
Oompany, share for thane and shares
are to go to the shareholders of the Ohio
Valley Telephone Company, share for
share; and the remainder of said stock
to be subject to sale and disposition, as
required by law in MIES of incorporated
companies.
The details and' particular prey
of the consolidation will be fully let
forth and shown in the proposed artieles
of consolidation at the said meeting
All stock-holders are urged and re-
quested to be present at said meeting,
or if they oonnot, to be represented by
proxies in writing.
LELAND HUME,
























morning at the residence of J. N. Bowl-
ing, religious services being condnoted
by Revs. P. A Sowell and T. 0. Rags-
dale. The remains will be interred in
















Lettell's Liquid Sulphur Soap reduces
o a Minim nui the danger of contracting
contagious clitC-ase For the toilet and
bath it is without an equal. It is rapid
ly acquiring first place in the favor of
all who use it as an incomparable shay
ing soap. 10 Cents. For sale by An•
derson & Fowler, druggist', Hotel La
them. wtf
The New York World,
Thrice=a-Week Edition
Almost a Daily-At the
Price of a Weekly.
The in3fit widely eirculateri "weekly"
newspaper in America is the Thrice&
Week edition of The New York World,
and with the Presidential campaign
ow at hand you cannot do without it.
Here are some of the reasons why it is
easily the leader in dollar a year jour-
nalism.
It is issued every other day, and is to
all purposes a daily.
Every week each subscriber receives
18 pages, and often during the "busy"
season 24 pages eace week.
The price is Only 51.00 per year.
It is virtuelly a daily at the price of •
weekly.
Its news COT•te every known part of
the world. No weekly paper could
stand alone and furnish such service.
The Thrice a-Week World has at its
disposal all of the resources of the great-
est newspaper in exedence-the wonder
of mouerti journalism-''America's
Greatest Neweopeper,” as is has been
juicily termed-The New York World.
The political news is absolutely im-
partial. This fact will be of especial
value in the Presidential campaign
coming on.
The best of current fiction is found in
its column..
These are only 1.0rne of the reasons;
there are others. Read it and see them
all.
We offer this unequaled newspaper
and THE WEEKLY NEW ERA together
one year for 41.65 wtf
Used in Million4 of Homes!
Accept no substitute!
Insist on LION COFFEE, in I lb. pkgs.
These articles mailed FREE in
exchange for lion heads cut from
front of r lb. LION COFFEE pkgs.
Gold Collar Button.
Malted free for 3 Ilea needs cat tru Um
Coffee wrappers and a 2.-cest stamp.
of roiled gold and with mother-a=
haek suitable alike .1..r ladies and gentle-




For 18 non heads and
• reaset stamp. Thg
illustration IS only tne-thirds actual site.
Color a delicate phik, with Jewel sitting
and gold trimmings. Best enamel finish,
stylish anti tlurable.
Melted free for 12 lion heads cat from
uon costes wrappers and a 2-cent stamp.
An unusually fine picture, from the brush
of the noted German artist. Gabriel Max.
It is founded on Chamisao's poem, 'The
Lion's Bride" The story Is interesting,
and we send with each picture a hand-
some folder, containing copy of the poem
and telling all about it. Site. 16:26inches.
A bright,
cheery picture.
For 8 lion heads
and • 2c. stamp.
A bright, cheery
picture, represent-
ing a little gtri play -
ing with her chick-
ens and her rabbits
The predominating
eolors are rirh reds
and greens Size,
14:28 inchet
Tor to hoe heads
and s-eent stamp ws










This will be 4
welcomed for "dressed-up" occasions by
the hulks who I, Lie to wear different
colored sashes. The told-finish gee well
with any of them. Odeon he 20 Rea





and ti Is: broad
hem at teetoin, and
Is neatly gathered
at midst: • very
siiperior and stylish
article. Size, 36 z 40
inches.
OlviMlier nein
beads Ind • 21.0eat
sump.
Sire Ittx24 inetwx Given for 8 lion
heads and a 2-sent stamp.
(liven for 13
0:1717, 711 .2-cent stamp
Made Ci closely
bililded cotton
threads. ,Irrong, and Will glee the Net of
satistrutiori.
CHESTER, MASS.
That is the weather man's bill of
fare. It means long Ulster service
and when you buy any Ulster why
not buy one of our Ulsters and in





Are some of our prices, and you will
get an Ulster that will serve you
faithfully not only this winter, but
next, and still another.
See for yourself, the largesf.pa
most stylish line of children'srimits





air Seven expertise tied teach, .8, each one • specialist in his line. Oracuates of
this 'whom are preferr d by business houses. There are other schools
than ours, but none that can offer our facilities.
Best Coffee for the Iffiiney!
Try LION COFFEE and you will never use
any other. It is absolutely pure
Coffee and nothing but Coffee.
For 50 lion heads
and a 2c. stamp.
eine wax Crayons,
fifteen different
















children cen • 
trace the pictures beneath, thus affording
enjoeMent, as wen as Instruction to the
hand and eye. These drawing books anti
the 1.0x of crayons go very well together.
There Cr'' six ill!, r' itil, and neck
drawing book nmulres 6 lion heeds and a
2-cent stamp.

















rimed free for 40 lion heads cut nom
lion Coffee wrappers mad a 2-cent stamp.
By express,
prepaid, for










.Sent ht, express, prepaid, for SO lion handsome
• 2-..-cct Ft•mc. ., lering tither clock,
•: 1.z press Offire, if there
Led i:. 2. our town.
Lentil:. Ere inches, suitable for rutting,
trimming aud general household use.
Chyme for 12 Ilea Weft awl a 2c, asseart.
Ole-re ter 35 lisa am& and a 2-cent
stamp. A firseciass maw, made rd best
English steel, and extra hollou -ground.
For 10 lion heeds sigh 2ecesd stomp.
Length, 7 inch**. full otao end weight.
Made of genuine India rubber, finely
finish-4. Appropriate for ladies' dress-
ing-inse or fir use in the temeehold.
Similar to "For-
ebear whirls bets
been played in ems-4s. 417 ern csiuntries since
before the dawn of
history The illus-
tration shows plan





never tire of playing. Given forZO
heads and. 2-cent stamp,
Every time you buy a pound package of LION COFFEE you have bought something else, too.
Don't overlook it You have bought a certain portion of some article to
be selected by you from our new Premium Lists!
-me ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE LION coprrc PREMIUMS. Another list will
shortly appear in this paper I Don't miss It! The grandest list of premiums ever offered!
You always know LION COFFEE by the %ranee It is a settled pack-
age, with the Ilere's bad In front It is absolutely :me It the package
Is unbroken. UON COFFEE Is roasted the day it It-ates the factory.
IMPORTANT IfOTICE.
When writing for premiums send your letter in the same meeker or
package 14 ith the lion heads. If more than IS lion heads are sent. you faill
save postage by trimming down the margin. Ask your grocer tar mon





AFTER LOTS that England proposes to send Oom
:-PUBLIstibLeeee- ' Paul Kruger to Napoisen's prison at St.
Rev Era Printing & Pnbiish'g Co ll'ella. present indications OF TALKING
SUITEN W009, Presidia 
1Grea1 Britain will have a long enough
 ' time to wait before she oaohes the wily
oFfict..-New Kra Building, seventh Boer, but sinoe she is bound to maintain !
Bereft. near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky. • to the end her reputation for barbarism
Sabliabed in this war,
d him when caught to
on Devils island. France
wssid rent it now.
111.00 A YEAR.
at the postollice in Ropkinsville
OS 10.0114-4awe man euttser
Friday, January 26, 1900.
- ADVENTISM RAU& -
One arst insertion  $ 155
Mete ono month.  SOO
three months  800
six months    900
look one year 1$O
EI:11
rates may be laad by applies-
1149 °Sloe.
advertising must be paid for in
3SSot yearly advertisements will begaarterly. 
- AU esteerusemente inserted without spoo-
ned SEM will be ohnrged for until ordered
OWL
es sumacs' and Deaths,
item, and notions of
=Lions of Respooi,
live cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATES:-









UIoh  1 fe
Ji  so
Ossmemerlininint z
Teta Wont.   Lev
rases wash miy meaesine
or amosper published be ils• United Ellalas
eguar DIRFAAORY.
ONEIMPOOCIIT-Pitst Monday in June
nod Ilefinth Monday in February anti Sep-
Y Coeur-Second Mondays
he April, July and October.
t -First Tuesuey in April
and Ofteher.
OWITT Otztur-First Monday la every
natatth. '
The peach crop has already began to
be a failure.
A000rdiog so Mack datum and John
_ United States Seeators should
beet the mark of dignity. Tbey bear a
Mark all rightbut it is 1*.Ore than apt co
:Be the dollar mark.
iffenase--
Prof. John V. Crowell. of New York,
Wes: `116,000.000,0e0 are ,iuvested in
funning." That may be true, but it is
en record that the income from the in-
veritumat barely pays the interest on
mortgages.
KT. Gage's defense of his action in
dealing with the National Oily Stand-
erd Oil bank has furnished his critics
merS ammunition than they had before
pulesesed. It was, in short, not a de-
fense but a confession.
Widleltngland is seizing American
Isar, supposed to be intended for the
fpwas. American ordnance factories are
overtime in manufacturing
guns for the Bridal. The
wanly of American netatrality seems to
be merely strained.
lilts speech or the venerable Senator
VOW IR &dense of his right to discuss
Minds mailers without being called
a traitor, and his protasis against the
Marts of the imperialists to muzzle all
Mho disegnis with them, fills a long
bit watitirree speech was never need-
▪ -. Shoo now.
The nit ad She °shines is said to be
applied at the frankness of Secretary
Gees in sending to Clongrees bitch in-
criminating letters. They declare that
he looks politioal sagacity and that he
ahoold hare done like the rest of them,
mad formatted only correspondence that
sesid not injure himself and-them.
Mr. Loots, of Gni°, makes the posi-
tive charge that General Grosvenor, of
4:.
shemos Aloe, told him that the Ad.
atialisleollies had seen to it that the pro-
, OM, elpiase the appointment of Utah
polygamists as poatmasters Cad been
destroyed. Gen. Grosvenor is supposed
to be the personal mood:101ms of the
Pros/leak
-A rosigroolty treaty wish Germany
would be a very good thing, but none
vill be negotiated. In fact it is ex-
. tromely probable that none of those al-
reedy aegodated will be ratified. The
restgrodunpeeesseca in die Mosley bill
was made as a oonoession to public feel-
! beg, but was as arranged that it wou!d
-be hard to treat under, and harder 'All
Ile notify Ty treaty that might be made
under it.
The administration forces in the &mi-
l. Me bays refused to p..rmis and emplane-
- den at the mysterious voyage of the
Untied ibites man-of-war Montgomery
to the comet of Africa. An imperials-
- Ms admiadstratian stands ready no'. on-
ly Os aminamnan secret , alliances with
Mostrit geeschie, but to suppress all in-
formation trading So show the nature
of that Mimes and the price which
America may have to pay.
Yr. William Waldorf-A-aim raised
ths rents on all his New York property
the idtar day on the plea that it was
nisda beevilable by the increased assess-
mai& What port his realest generosi-
ty ht equipping a full rat.id-fire battery
ter am compaign option the Beam may
haw had in compelling s May upon
American tenants, be didn't explain
- or perhaps an ingrain in the income
, • tea whisk ha has to pay in Ragland,
MS Wiped Ott heat in the United Maks,
may be involved.
• When Roanstr Beveridge, Republican,
• linimbed expressing his view of the
wissulai at She "MasLinley policy in the
• Philippians, he was bitterly attacked by
Swab* Boar, aleo Republican, and the
mat day both were obserfolly flayed
awslikee liepahliess Senator, Wtj-
cmet, GI Odommia. The triangular fight
dims hawiesii equipped the Republi-
011eadmilleseodon is to carry put with
111110/ if purpose and concentration of




, A NM wand Wale& sad a bete seer.
- blue wile pew bleed. huh Is the bee/
essillleaireduest Op CIAMIMA 10A




somas mon et eneriell. .
lishiae. bursias. awl wily Mmes.
--
iri. resr fir an-...„7"
as. 141611.1 -Mr' 11..ri itt.







readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded demos that science has
been rbie to ours in all as stages and
that is.oclarrh. Hail's Oaten* Cure is
the only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being s
constitutional disease requires a consti-
tutional Vestment. Oatarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the Weems, and giving
the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in do-
ing its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its punitive powers that
they over one hundred dollars for any
odes that it fails to cure Send for list
of testimonials.
Address. F. J. ORKNEY & 00.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75o.
Hall's Family Pins are the best.
LOST ON A FOUL.
Irrom Wednesday's daily.
Lewis Merritt, of Olarkseille, former-
ly of this city, and a well known ath-
lete, and George Burn, of Chicago, met
in a wrestling match it Riders Opera
House in Olarksville last night, before
•
an audience of two hundred local lovers
of athletics.
Merritt was the favorite. Sears Ma-
jor, a prominent young attorney, was
selected as the referee.
Merritt won the first round in 18 min-
utes. The second round was won by
Born in just four minutes In the third
and decisive round Merritt seemed to
have the advantage in skill and gener-
alship, whin Burn was larger and
stronger. Uutortnnately Merritt took
his adversary a "foul hold" after eight
minutes of wrestling and the victory
was awarded to Burn There was con-
distatisf action.
- -
A puny child is ,always an anxiety to
the parents. There seems generally no
reason why the little one should be
weak when it is PO well fed. Bat the
fact is that it do -s not matter bow
much food the child takes if the stom-
ach cannot extract the nourishment
from it. No benefit can be derived
from just eating. That is the condi-
tion of many a sick child. The stom-
ach and organs of digestion and nutri-
tion are not doing their work and the
body is really starring. It is little use
to give fish foods, like cod liver oil or
emulsions,- in such a cam, because these
also have to be digested; they may
lighten the stomach's labor but they
don't streegthen is., Strength ia what
the stomach needs Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery strengthens the
stomach, nourishes ths nerves and in-
creases the action of the blood making
glands. It is superior to every other
preparation for children's use, on ac-
count of its body building qualities, and
also because it is pleasant to the taste
and contains no alcohol, whisky or oth-
er intoxicant Dr. Pieroe's Pleasant
Pellets are a valuable aid when the
bowels are irregular. They are mall.





kina has sworn in Mies Bennie Miller,
daughter of Mr. Ben Miller, as his
stenographer and secretary.
CADIZ -Claude Mitchell, the little
boy who was badly hart by the explo-
sion of a boiler as Cerulean sometime
ago, is rapidly recovering, but has not
yet regained his speech, and it is likely
that he will never spin be able to talk.
M ADISONVILLE. -The Oily Cornet
Band, a musical organization of more
than ordinary ability and merit, will




duce witnesses in rehuttal and on Tues-
day :the arguments will begin The
eemmite a rffered two days more for
-each aide. The Republicans objected
that two days were insufficient The
Democrats then announced that they
would yield the I xtra days and would
only take the one day originally assign•
gg, is ed for rebuttal. Six Louisville witness-
es were on t be stand at yesterday's sea-
leesiOn. The testimony was Of little
importance to either side.
[SPECIAL TO Saw nut!
FRANKFORT, Ky , Jan. 23 -After
a long and lively debate today the com-
mittee's majority report, seating Mc-
Kinney (Democrat), of Trigg county,
was adopted.
The Republicans tried in vain to have
the seat declared vacant.
In the Senate the report allowing
Allen (Democrat) of Fayette county, to
retain his .*eat was nuaunnouely adopt
ed.-
A tleod of bills was introduced in the
House.
,SPECIAI, TO NEW ERA:
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. P4 -The
House today adopted the report of the
committee favoring Ray (Democrat) of
Garrard minty, retaining his seat.
The Republicans will be allowed all
the remainder of this week for testimo
ay before the Contest Committees -On
next Monday the contestants will intro-
MINSTREL CAR WRECKED.
The special car of Fields & Hansou'e
minstrels was attached to a freight
train entering Fulton Saturlay, when a
drawhead pulled out of a caboose and
caused a eollision. Many of the occu-
pants of the cars were thrown from
their berths and suffered painful, injur-
ies. Mrs. Margaret Fields. wife of one
of the proprietors, and A. C. Rukall




The following call for the Prohibition
convention was issued yesterdey ;
"The National Oonvention of the
Prohibition party to nominate candi-
dates for presideitt and vice-President
of the United States and to transact
sucL other business as may properly
come before it. is hereby commanded to
meet it the Coliseum, in the city of
Chicago, Ill , at 10 a m on Wednesday,
June 17, 1900"
STATE Y. M. C. A.
•-•••••••e
Ou February 15-15, the Nineteendi
Annual State Convention of the Young
Men's Ohristian Association will meet
at Coviugton, Ky.
A 'twog program has been arranged
by the State Executive Committee.
Among thoee announced to participate
are: Mr. Frank W. Ober, editor "As.
sedation Men," Chicago; Mr, L. Wil-
bur Messer, Getter/A Secretary, Chicago;
Mr. Chas. 0 Stoll and Mr. John L.
Wheat, of Louisville; Mr E L Shui,
of Dayton, 0. ; Mr. 0. (7. Michener and
Mr. John F Moore, Secrete' ire Interna-
tional Committee, New York; Mr J.
M. Burwick, railroad men's evangelist;
Mr. N. E. Ingalls, Preeident 0. & 0. R.
R . Oincionati; Dr. J 'tin G. Fisher,
Cincinnati; Mr. Jas. A. Curry and J. A.
Stucky, M. D., of Lexington; Mr. W.
Foster Hayes, of Oeensboro, and oth-
er.- The Bible studied will be led by
Rev. Henry Odrom, the well-known
evangelist, and the singing will be in
charge of Mr. John P. Milne
All the asemeiatiOus of the State will
be represented by large delegations.
Yining men, business men, and pastors
from unorganized communities will be
welcomed as correepreutieg members on
obtaining credentiole from the State
Secretary. The frie dc of the C iving•
ton Association will provide entertain-
ment for all euly . Iwo es
and con- &pointing
railroads of the State will grant a raga
of one and third fare for the round
trip
Programs, credentials and full infor-
mation regarding the convention may





Louisville, uisvil  l .Ky.
A 0000 PLAN.
The pupils of the Hopkinsville High
School have formed themselves into a
miniature city, haying their mityor,clerk
treasurer, prosecuting attorney, indwell,
etc., elected semi annually. Then- coun-
sel meets weekly and governs its pro-
ceedings by Roberts' Rules of Order.
As an ohject lesson in civil government,
and in self-government, the scheme is a
good one-if wisely directed, as it doubt-
less will be by the school authorities.--
Cla:x.;vele Lcef-Chronicle.
TAX WOKS SUPERVISOR.
Mr. C A. Brasher, having tendered
his risiguatien as Supervisor of the tax
books, an order has been entered ap-
pointing Mr. R. N. Anderson to the
position and the latter has qualified.
.40110m..
WILL LOCATE IN HOPKINSVILLE.
Mr. R. E. Leigh and family have d$-
^ided to locate in ktoplonsville an i wtI
remove to that city in a few days. MI.
Leigh ha a position as alt*men with





Loudon now believes the war will
lecialiAtamsiecxrainocpaenTtHohwa iOsnp7ilitalgtoenrtS.dhaiyp. Maine arriv -
No other eagagt temt ants than
about Ladysmith are reported.
those
1 t t
I At Ladysmith the deaths from enteric
fever and dysentery average 10 a day.
t
The British naval guns on the Tugela
river are firing armor piercing shells.
t
Information from authentic





The iuterior of the police °Moe is be-
ing remodeled
been cut thrown 
At hneort heaer wwailzr oawd mhiast
Ong light into the dark corners. The
improvemeate have long been needed.
MOBLEY.KINO.
From Tuesday's daily.
Marriage lie:apse was issued this
morning to Mr. R. L. liibley and Miss
Mande King. The prospective groom I.
a resident of Tennessee and his bride
belongs to one of the most prominent
families of South Christian.
RUNNING SORE
ON HIS ANKLE.
After Six Years of Intense Obstinate sores and ulcers whichrefuse to heal under ordinary trea.t.
Suffering, Promptly Cured ,rnent soo. aiflicIrcomare aesCrOrellsic and dterr p-
entire circulation is in a depraved c,ondi.tifonn. The:
he
By S. S. S. are a severe drain upon the system, and are con-
stantly sapping away the vitality. In every c 'se the poison rnosi
be eliininated from the blood, and no amount of external treatmeni
can have any effect.
There is no uncertainty about the merits of S. S. S.; every claim
made for it is backed up strongly by convincing
testimony of those who have been cured by it
and know of its virtues by experience
Mr. L. J. Clark. of Orange Courthouse,Va., writes:
" For six years I had an obetinate, running ulcer on my
ankle, which at times caused me intanse suffering. I vies
so disabled for a long while that I was wholly unfit for
huskies-a. One of the best doctors treated in., constantly
but did me no geod. I then tried various blend remedies.
without the least benefit. S. 8 S was a) hig'uly reisom-
mende,d that I concluded to try it, and the effect was
wonderful. It seemed to get right at the seat of the
disease and force the poison out, and I was soon oom-
pletoly cured.- Swift's Specific-
8. 8. 8. FOR THE BLOOD
-drives out every trace of impurity in the blood, and in this wa3
cures permanently the most obstinate, deep-seated sore or ulcer. It
is the only blood remedy teed purely vegetable, and con
tains not a particle of potash. mercury. or other mineral. S. S S
cures Contagious Blood Poison. Scrofula, Cancer, Catarrh. Eczema
Rheumatism, Sores. Ulcers Boils or any other blood trouble. insist
upon S. 8. S.; nothing can take its place.
Valuable books mailed free by Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, (la
1:_::47),vSle?=n110=-X4351101Pw". FEBRUARY! 1900
uhually the dullest month in the year, to the merchants, hut we propose to make February, 1900, the ausi-
est month in the year. How do we propose t o do it? Vk hy, by inaugurating one of the grandest, biggest, money
saving
ut Price Sale
Of Shoo, Clothing, Hats and Furnishings!
Ever heard of, we are going to have a hummer, it's going to he a "cleaning-up" of all Broken Lots, lines that
we have determined to discontinue.. -Lots of it at less than it cost us The majority of it at less than we could hu3
it today, and any.. of it at a less price than you can buy it after this sale is over. We will have lots of "real bar-
gains" in our shoe department, all prophesies to the contrary notwithstanding. This sale will bt gin February 1st
and continue during the entire motif h. Of course, some 4)f the lyts will be closed out early, so don't delay coming
eome at once.
Shoes
IHARTFORD -John Pat Jones, cot. 20 Pm"' W"m"." IC'd. La" u  Bus I
ton, heel "iii soler h'-' -1 7 CCr 
med. through mistake, gave his little sus., 3 st. 8, %%inn $1 00 now I  I
eight- months-old baby a half teaspoon• 1
te,i of pe.i.osiont medicine, and the in-
fant came near dying
--
GREENVILLE Mr. U. L. Prowse
has knall-pox mildly and I. receiving
treatment and attintion as his home.
Iwhich has been quarantined. This is 12 por 0,d Lanes' BOP K 
the only case in town. All precaution.
I 15 pale ve, men's 14,-, heevy -7 r ,„.
Kip Shoes ax s 3 le 8 Or I UU
1111•=1.1•014, 
have been taken to prevent any one else
from contracting the disease.
OWENSBORO -The Ooroner's jury
found that ()harlot Bailey, supposed it
have been a smallpox victim', came to
his death from four wounds inflicted on
his head by some blant instrument.
Three men are in jail charged with
Bailey's murder
$1 25. for
omen 4 to b3i..
.... .
worth
$ 1 ▪ 00
10 raw I...dies Sett Kin Stop. \re.'
top, pat tip Bald, 11.E...1 01
8 to 6, wortn $1 50. 0.. .0.00
18 pair Lamer Km taco aril butte)...
broken lots. e eq. 3 to 6, $1.00w,diel $1 25, 8.1e Ore, 
- -
NerTON Representative Wheeler 
called on the (Joni:oiler of the Currency 75 Deli Leiner Tau Shoes, hive,
and indorsed the application of John R
Wilson, J. D. Leech, John 0. Gates. J.
Hollingsworth and J. A. Slitter for the
organization of a national bsnk at
uniu toe, ail 2% to 01 K(sty, teorh $1 50, now %Fp ed.
O
3 pair Ladies Fine Tait Stews, V. sr
Princeton, Ky., to be known as the Far- top, turn stile, new Oom
toe, worth $2 75, for $2 1▪ 5men' National Bank of Princeton, cap-
ital $50,000.
40.411.11•1PCO Z.A.•




The Oonfederate Tabernacle now be-
ing erected for the benefit of the United
Oonfedorate Veterans' Reunion at Lon-
twine. May 80, 81, June 1, 2. and 3, will
seat gen thousand people. Every chair
is a good one, no one being more than
one hundred and twenty feet from the
stage.
COLORED METHODIST REVIVAL.
The revival which has been in prog-
ress at the colored Methodist church
during the past three weeks under the
direction of the pastor, Rev J. W. Bell,
closed last night with thirty five addit-
ions to the church The ordinance of
Baptism will be administered at the
church Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
JOHN MACLEOD DEAD.
John MacLeod, one of the foremost
engineers of the South and builder of
Ike Louisville Southern Railway find
the Kentucky and Indiana bridge, be. ,
Melee Ober important struetures, died, 1
at ht. home in Louisville it 7 o'olook
I
Sunday netting His death was caused
Ifront a stroke of paralysis received Sun-
i day morning.
10 pair Ladies Tan Shoe., ince,
new Coin toe, regular 4t2
price $275 Sale Price ... W .15
16 pair Men's Satin Calf 13.1. and
Cong. Globe and Coin too, 6 to 10.
former prices, $1 25, Sale 
$ I 00Price •
9 pair Ladies' Tan Shoes, turn solo
new Coin toe, lace, reg-
ular price $254) Aalto Prje. $2.00
I8 Pair adoees Tato VfAinlit lop. torn.KAP, 8 1 2 to 12; terrier Iprice 2 00:Ste Price... I.50
E
Shoes
lid t'atr Limes Tail Shoes, both welt
1
 
ann turn mole ;"an plc Imo ;eve 31,4
4 and 4S.worth from 250 I
to 3 00 ; Sete Pile-. . .75
I13 Pair et in. nem% uee • Jul,a lit •r
10Wf." shoe tan, liter, nor- •01....;
wen e 3,5o ;
Selo Pore $2.50
11 pun. Lome@ fine ch000lete, lace,
new coin toe, vesting top. turn oho
size* 1 12 to 5; former en 7 c
price 3.75; Sac Price... AM. I U
* 
6 Paint Ladies Tan, welt, !see. V•••ri
ux calf 3 to 6; former
prier. 3 75: Sale Price $2.75
I 11 Pairs Lathe* Rows Calf, lace,
Golelyear welt, eidanish toe," it to
6, Hanan & Son's goods. 00 nr
formerly 4 50: Ils'e riot.. tP0sLiJ
This is where we can save you big Money. No doubt about this. It ain't
just on a few Suits, but our entire Stock of -aiatiaittlitai-ecti'Zi-)iit-i, and
odd Pants, in lieu's Boys' anti fthl,14,1,-,-s---Ert-
NET EASTERN COST.
You don't have to confine yourself to 3 or 4 styles, but you have several
hundred different patterns to select from and anything from the cheapest to
the finest, you can take at jut exactly what it cost us.





















Men's and Boy's Odd I
Pants at Net Cost.
STIFF HATS
$5 00 Knox Hate black
brown for
$4 00 Knox Hatsblack 
and$2.00
br"wl$3 00 FM ft stiff $ 1.50hats for .
je 60 Fine riff
hats for
78 Pair Ladies' Fine Shoes', fence ,2 00 Fine stiff
tnp, turn mole, new min toe. - • hats for
8 to 6: former price 3 75; $3.00Sale Price
I 16 Pair 
Misses Black Kid, lace alio
button, plain and patent tin, tun
sole, 12 1 2 to 2. former $ 1.50
price 2 00: Sale Price
34 pair Men's Tan calf sheen, Henan
8c 018PP make., 5 to 9. 
former
price $5 00, Our Sale $4,
Price, .00
I
57 pair Children'e Spring H.-et shoe-m,
kid steck. eve. fit" 10 1-2; former
FiraiiceeXi`;.,r 10° ; 60c .7, d 75c
Wallace Wartield, ShoMea&lipgaetriMent.
31 00 Fine stiff
hate for
$3 00 Fine soft
hate for
$2 So FIIIP soft
bats for
$2 00 Fine soft
hats for 





















I Big lot Men's CorduroyHats, all shapes andsizes, worth 50C 25n

































AT NET COST. I
COLOR I) STIFF
BOSOM SHIRTS
$1 50 Monarch cross stripe $ 1 00ehirte for  
II IX) Monarch cross Stripe 
 .75cSnots for ..
$1 00 Ooomeipolitati Shirts
fstraight and cropestripe or .75c
75c • )osniopolitsii Shirts - .50c• checks and stripes for
50e Ordered stiff bosomed
Shirts for .38c
21 00 Ettrle stiff bosomed
Shirts for .75c
75c Eagle stiff bosomed
Shirts for.... . .50c
NEW LINE
MONARCH SHIRTS
$1 60 Goods in all the New
Pattern,. for














$1 00 N eg twee Shirt with 001.
are and cuffs attached..
50 • Notmeee Slide, collars
and cuffs snowier'  




7541 B"Ye' N.1410/*.SA Shirts,








































$1 50 Mocha Gloves
for .
$160 Mocha Gloves kith
hoed) for
$1 50 Napa Goat Gloves
for
$1 50 Dress Kul Gloves
$1 60 Retudeer Driving Gloves $
for 
$1 36 Heavy Sek Lined
for
It 00 ilecha Gloves
ft .r
for
$1 00 Dressed Kid Glove
for 
50c Bone Katt Yarn Glove or
Mitt for .
25o Rene Hots Yarn Glove or
Mitt for  .
350 Jersey Glove
for ..
50 • Boys' log Skin Glove
for 
50. B Mocha) Glove
for









25e Black and Ten Hoee
for
60e Menet) Wool eox
for ....


































50' Guyor Sun ender§   38cfor
50e French Web Suspenders 25cfor
25' French Web uspenders   20cfor  
eV French Web Suspenders ..I8cfor ••• • •
26c Imitation Gnyot I8cfor  
Underwear •
Heavy French bat full rego (0 e 7 c
FinelsrImPirtho ec$11gre:esLciltambibeow $6.2‘P21:15u
woo. worth $4 OD suit now
Fine imported blue Lambs
wool worth 04 00 suit see
Pure silk fleeced underwear ,
worth $3 50 telt now 25
Pare narunui wool Underwear $1.71 worth 42 50 sou now
Pure worsted. ribbed, full rogue!' aro
skinankable worth$2 00
snit DOW
Medicated Red Flannel worth $ .
50
Pure natural wool Underwear
$3 00 suit now
.50 -worth $200 suit now
Hygiene wort. Seemed Underwear rectum
suit 
mended by tbe sedum! fraterni-
ty everywhere worth IS 00
Extra Sizes worth WU
now
Pure Merino-wool Underwear $
worth 133 50 salt DOW
Lambe wool ribbed worth $2 00$
Suit now
Pure Australian lambs wool $
worth $3 50 suit now
Heavy &coed cotton lioder
wear worth $1 60 Butt now
Haley 0011100 rubbed brown 7▪ r
Underwear worth $1 now UC








'fed Banned Shirts worth 50e now 
38c
Se-'.". lined lin, erwei:r en_
worth $1 00 Sun, now IJUU
Heavy onatop Marine, Shirt- 
I U
n_
worth 35c, new O 
.),,ildr-n'a how ribboot cotton Un- I
ion Satre worth 250, new I
Boyle ip.arr fleec • Oned Unier 50c
weer worth $100 suit, WOW
50c cotton flannel 35cDrawer.' .
3.se cAsto,i fi meet •   25cDrawers
et- cotton flannel I ScDna were
White Dress Shirts
$1 00 Itegl Shirts 
.76cfoe
90e Bogle Shirts 
  .62cfor. • ..
VS:, Bugle Shirts 
bOcfor a
50 • Eagle Stains 
538c
50e UnIsandred Shirts 
.35cfor
60" Boss Uulaundred Shirt. .35c jot'  
Boys' Waists
$100 White Star Waist for... .. 75c
$1 00 Colored Star waist for 65c
50c Unlisuodred Stir Wsiat ter 38c
I 50c SWEAThRS n Boys Stiff Bosom Color.
soc. now : : :
Li5c ed Shirts %orthFor :







.•••• .••• • d er.'"wee-e.







SATURDAY, Jan. 27th! MONDAY, Jaeth! r"\_ TUESDAY. Jan. 30th!
TEE ROYAL Dry ams
MUST REDUCE THEIR STOCK. REGARDLESS OF COST AND HEA-
VY ADVANCES ON THE MARKET, WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING
We will move into our new home, the Garnett building, OPPOSITE E. B. CLARK 6: CO., the big grocers. We
ABOUT FEB. 5th rally a cordial invitation to call and see us: We want a share of your patronage which we believe we merit.
MONEY BY BUYING NOW
PRICUS•
extend to our many friends and public gene-




13_ Ladies' V.1.1111 
and P‘inte, worth
ls cross.
19 Ladies' Vests and Pants, a 
orth
li 25 cchts. ,
427,. Lathes' Vests and Pants, worth
0 I ti 50 ce.nte
68,, Lithos' ALL W 
Medicstecl
• Scarl.t Vests and P.trits. worth
91.1 re 1sta
79 For ALL WOOLU worth $1.00













19c For Union Suits. worth 85 cen'A
29c_ For Union Suits, worth 50 cents
Srparate garments in Jerseys, Fine
Won and Wright's Fleeced, at fellow
ing REMOVAL PRICES:
Vests and Pants, 10c makes, for 7c
Vests Imo.% Pante, 15 • makes. fur Ile
Vests and Pants, 20^ makes for
Vests and Pants, 25^ makes, for 17c
Vests' and Poets 80c makes, for 21c.
Vesta and Pant-, 850 makes, for 25o
Vests and Pants, 40o makes, for 29c
Vests and Pants, 45o makes. for 811c
Vest. and Pants. 501 metre, for 370
Vest. end Pilots, 55^ makes, for 40o


































On ell JACKErS. CAPES, COL
L s RE 1ES and TAILOR MADE
SUI IS.
HALF PRICE
On E‘erv articl- in our JEWEL
KY DEPARTMENT
19 cents
A yerd for 'ix Pet's of extra flue
qnality Garter Wet) worth 35-:
19 cents
For pick of II IV a Leather 13.-it.
Beautiful good., all colors, all six -a'
worth from 25 to 75c
$129
Tar eh of our $1 97 to $3 97 oho-
vise 1 to 4 only Trite is a SN aP
LADIES'
HOSIERY
4c For lot of Hose, worth 5 to 83
6 For lot of Fast Black and Fancies, worth 10c
n„ For lot of Fast Black and Fancies,
woribi 15c
17_ For lot of Extra Fine Hose BlksFancy, Stripes and Plaids,
worth Mc.
29_ For Beautiful Fancies in Stripe*,U Planta, Dropstitcb all colors,
sa "'In 50 to 75c
$1.50 For your pick of Fine 13iikthreat Hose. Nine Pair, all
worth [TOM $1 85 to $2 88 pair.
—0—
CHILDREN'S HOSIERY.
Infants' 101 qualities for 5o
15c " 7ks
25c " " 150
/I,. For Fast Bla^k 131.511210001 Hose,
44; sizes 5. 51s. 6, 61s, 7, worth me
▪ Misses' Fast Blacks and colors, all
I C rzes. worth 10c
7„, For Mitoses' Fine Gangs and




4c For lot of Goods worth 5 to 8c
For Black and Fancy Goods, worth
I li 10 cents.
fl For Extra Fine Qualities, worth
• 15 nerds
7 For Extra Fine 131acks, Tana
I IC Kid Fancies, worth 96.
29c FOR ALL STYLES worth 60o
Ladles and Gents
Wool Hosiery.




7c For Infants' 10 to 15c Q Aslities
1 Oc For Misses lbc. Qualities.
I7c For Ladies' 25o and 35c Qualities.





84c Fur All $1 00 GOods.




I 9c For Jerseys worth 25c
37c Fur Jerseys worth 50c
19_ 11-svy Leathers, worth 250 and36 cents
79c For ALL M A KES worth $1 00.
—0-
17 cents




3c All Wool Kitting Yarn.
4c All Wool Saxony Yarn.
7c IMPORTED GERMANTOWN

























36 inch Bleached Dome-tics, worth 5c,
6c and 7c for 2
36 inch Unbleached Domestic, worth 6c for Cc
 4cIndigoes, greys, blacks, reds and fancyCalicoes 2 For wht. & co
Unbleached Canton Flannels, worth 6 ct 7c. /Cc finishing braids
Fancy Percales, all colors, worth 8c for  5c Worth 5c.
Outing Cloths, check and stripes. wth 8c,for 5c
Solid black India Linen, worth 10c for  5c






175 yards Cotton Venitians, worth 20c for... I0c
500 yds new Sea Island percales, worth 124c I Oc
200 yds Dotted Curtain Swisses, worth 15c..I0c
Peperell Sheeting worth 25c for. 
Fancy red Table Damask, worth 35c, 




Genuine Renfrew table damask worth 50c for34c
Peperell H S sheets 81x90 inches worth. 70c
Peperell H S pillow casses, 18x42, wth 15c... I pc
Heavy cotton towels, 18x14 inches, worth Sc 5c
Heavy cotton towels 22x48 inches, wth 15c.. I Oc
Linen Huck Towels, 16x31 inches, wth 121 I Oc
Great Values in Better Qualities in Towels,
Table Linens and Sets.
Fine Saxony White Flannel, worth 4o,' for .33c
Conestoga Bodtiet ing, worth 20e for....... I
Good qnality Bedticking, worth 12 1-2, for I Oc
Craches, Cottoncheck Shirting and other



























































Remember the rainy season is about
doe. If we have what von want in a
MACKINTOSH
We will guarantee to say you money
on it.
I 9c
For Lambs Wool Sole in Ladies Sizes,
worth 25 Ciente.
—0—
See our prices on Linens,
Lawns, Dimities and oth-
er Wash Goods. Cheap-
est in Town.
SILKS AND VELVETS.
Removal Prices for Three Days Only.
20 per Cent Off Regular Price
A splendid opportunity to buy yonr
Spping Waists
wo pieces Yorkshire Serge, wth 12c20c. for • • 
Four piece. all wool Red Goods,
worth 3'c, for 15c
4 pieces browns ano greens in all 22Cwool serge. worth 40c, for
All 50o goods go at 39c!
All 75c good. go at 60c!
All $1 goods go at Sor
Tdese prices include our entire st,ock of
Elegant Black Goods
ALL LININGS greatly reduced prices
Dress Trimmings at HALF PRILE.
DRAPERY.
3c For 38 inch scrim, worth Sc.
For choice of 400 vda
I U Draperies worth 10c to 201
I 0 C
Ivor Dotted Curtain Swisses, wth
15c


















$113 for Reg. $1 so S yles.
125 66 64 175
169 • 6 66 225 6i
200 300
79c for J. B.'s Si oo Styles
We have a few "Kabo" co
broken sizes you cam have at hi
41
TRUNKS!
We carry a good reliable o
Trunks that we guarantee to give
faction.
4 so TRUNKS GO AT 3





25c_ worth 40 and 50c.For Boys' Laundried Shirts,2e„ For Ken's Laundried Shirts, all
sings, worth 40c.
Oollars Attached. Goods worth
36 and 50o.
37c Msn's Stiff Bosom, worth 50c.
A gi,,, Men's Stiff Bosom. sizes 14 and
°POI; 14,1i only, worth 753.
49c Silk Bosom, all shies, worth 750
69c Silk Bosom, all sizes, worth $1 00
35 For lot of Soiled Shirts, worth60.3 to $1 00 each.
OC„ For Pick of Six IN%zen Heavy
klUli Top Shirts, worth 50c
Cfl,. For lot of Fine Night Shirts,
UUti worth 75o to $1 00
A $1,. For Extra Heavy Sweater, worth
arOU 76 cents.
7n„ For Extra Quality Sweater,
OU worth $1 00
—0—
SUSPENDERS.
Ilk Good Imported Gnyot, worth 15c
190 for Roller Ends, worth 96c.
7,, For pick of 10 dozen White Lawn
I li Bows, worth 10 to 853.
1 lc For Silk String Ties, worth 150
17c.. .. .6
17c For Silk Puff Ti.., worth 253.
37c .1
250
I7c For Silk Tooke Ties, worth 23c.
37c For Silk Imperials Ties, wth 50c
It dosen slightly soiled ties for 9 cents
*soh, soll for 116o to bete
—FREE I One nick's tie holder with
every Us in this sale.
HANDKER-
CHIEFS.
s),,. for ladies whits
13U a n d fancies,
worth 5ri and So.
Ca. for ladies whi t
UV and mourning
worth 100.
17_ for iodise fancy embroider
scl, worth 26c.
We have a few
fine linen goods wth
3, 4. 5 and 6 dollars that will go at Half
wioe.
I),. Gents White Handkerchiefs, worth
• Sc to Sc,
• Gents White Handkerchiefs, worth
UV be to 12%c.
n,. Gents White and Oolored Handker-
OU chiefs, worth 150.
3ic Gents Bilk Handkerchiefs, worth
75c Silk Mufflers, worth $1.
Lace Curtains
House Cleaning Time Is
Now Here.
63c
For OnKains S yds.
long, 86 inches wide
very cheap at 7150.
99c
For 11 yds. long,
60 Moho. wide oor•
tales. Extra val.
use all $O.
Some extra special values is curtains at
1.50 2.00 2.41 3.00.
7„ Curtain Poles Oomplete, worth
U 25 'cents
WINDOW SHADESFOR 25c 35c 50c 75c
SAME QUALITIES CANNOT BE DU.
• PLIOATED ELSEWHERE.
WHITE QUILTS.
Bargains from 50 cents to $9 Mi.
INGRAIN RUGS.
25c Allbkrs , 86218, Very Dors-
-0_ 75c 60190, Very Dam
9 CENTS
For chola' of all the popular style. of
collars, worth 10 to 90 cents,
3 CENTs
For lot of Soiled Oollars. worth 15 cents
121/2 ezwill
For Soiled Linen Onffs, worth 25 cents
17 CENTS
Plain or Fancy Garters, worth 25 cents
59 CENTS
Quilted Mufflers, worth 75c and $1 00.
—0—
WORK PANTS.
49c Jeans Pants, worth 650.
59c Jeans Panto, worth 750
78c Jeans Pants, worth $1 00.
$2.47 ALL WOOL Pants, worth$360
—0-
6 oo " 4 75 Our stock is fresh and up-
7 oo 89 to-date both in styles and
10 oo 90 prices,
44 66
fit 66 64 is
764
RUG FRINGE 10 and 16o per yard
- MATTINGS -
NEW STOCK JUST IN—
Regular Frio, 15, 18, 20, 26, 86o.
SALE PRICE 13, 16, 17, 90, 1100.
nn,, For 36 Inch Wide Goods, worth
Floor Oil Cloths.
LLU 25 cents
O For 36 Inch Wide Goods, worth
LW: 30 cents
5 Oc For87.52CIenctlis Wide Goods, worth
86c For Lineoltim goods, worth 100.
INGRAIN CARPETS.
50c All Wool Pretty Pat ,






-4 These Removal Prices For Three Days Only.
:‘() (()OD .k ( HARGED NO GOO[) s EXCHANGED. NO GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL
THE ROYAL DRY 00. C , Inc,
IaLCiixbITEINEVSTMEALA70, IK.1011T9VMMEE:Vr.
- FROM THE SHADOW.
111# Vedic the roses and under tor. dew.
Dead-but the dreaming, dear heart, of yogi
For the day you knelt near he death veiled place
1 tidt your teary fall over my face.
And the rum that you left where my dreams must
be
Thrilled the thought of you down tu me:
Lad I mid, from say much In the whit
e walled
dust.
"She Is tree to kst love. abe is true to her 
trust.
"And her tenderest tears will fall for me
Till we meet in God's eternity."
U.
Under the rose and under the dew,
Dead-but I dream no ni.,re of you!
The stormy triode o'er my dwelling rave
;
Dead are the room that Waned my grave.
For you n.•ver kneel by my couch to my
The luting words that you ssid that day.
Crumbles my name no the marble's crust.
My dreams are dead, and my heart is duet
'.
-Atlanta Constitution.
SIBERIA'S BIG GOLD CROP.
-
Larne ttaaetittes at It Saing
figled Out
at the Ceestep.
lu spite of the meet etr
ittattut Row
elan laws on the sittijoct -the 
taking
away of gold without govert
iment con-
soul-there Is au emit mum& 
business
dune all over Wibsita In gold. bot
h dust
aud, especially, nugget* Mien
 from
the workings. It is a criminal 
utTeuse
to be found in possession of 
gold; but
as so large a proportion of the 
popula-
tion of Siberia consists of thos
e sent
there for punishment, and 
the only
further puulehment they have t
o fear
Is deportation to some yet mo
re distant
region of the same barren and 
joyless
Land, the deterrent Is by no 
means no
formidable as a mere perusal 
of the
awful menaces of the statutes a
t first
sight seems to convey. More
over, the
successful dealer in stolen gold 
rarely
falls to escape the penalties of his 
of-
fense, even when caught redhand
ed.
The Russian official. even In Russi
a
proper, is seldom altogether unreason-
able; and in Siberia, where the pr
eg-
nant saying of the dishonest "chin
ov-
nik," "It's a long way to Peter"-that
Is, St. Petersburg-is especially signifi-
cant, the official is "geed natured" In
the extreme, and a substitute can al-
ways be bought to accept unpleasant
responsibilities.
A great part of the gold is conveyed
over the Chinese frontier-that is,
across the river Amur, which is the
sole defense of the frontier against
smuggling from both sides-and finds
a ready sale at ruinous sacrifices In ex-
change for a certain fiery Chinese
vodka. The valuable properties of this
spirit, much esteemed by Russian and
native alike, are that it gives the cus-
tomer the beatitude of intoxication one
day, and on the next he can attain the
same exalted state by the cheap expe-
dient of drinking water.-Chambers'
Journal.
The Betrothal Ring.
The early history of the wedding
ring is not easy to trace, as it was apt
to be confused with the betrothal ring.
This was once the moire important of
the two, for in the days of our forefa-
thers the betrothal was the great cere-
mony and marriage only the ratifica-
tion of the contract. Then a spouse
was a betrothed person, and to espouse
was to be betrothed. The ceremony
of espousal or betrothal was celebrat-
ed with all possible solemnity as the
contract of a future "eternal bond of
love." No doubt the reason for thus
solemnizing an engagement was that
in times of violence and lawlessness
the church thought it needful to pro-
tect the woman and therefore made
the betrothal so sacred that a violation
of the contract was punished with ex-
communication. A betrothal service
was used, which still forms part of the
French and Italian ritual. and. Indeed,
the first part of the Anglican mar-
riage rite down to the woman's "I
will" Is simply the old betrothal serv-
ice.
Remarkable Tumors.
Some remarkable records of tumors
are given in The Lancet. The largest
known is a uterine tumor that weighed
193 pounds, described by a doctor of
Bucharest. Hunter removed one
weighing 140 pounds from a woman
whose weight without the tumor was
95 pounds. The largest solid tumor of
this class weighed 106 pounds. The
record for ovarian tumors is held by
a Chinese patient, who had one weigh-
ing. itt9 pounds: without it she weighed
77 pounds. There is a New York one
of 149 pounds and a German one of
146. For mammary tumors a case is
on record where the growth in one
breast weighed 64 pounds and in the
other 40 pounds.
Didn't Meow His Bees.
John I. Blair in his earlier days own-
ed a western railroad along the route
of which he established a aeries of
lunchreioms. at which employees of the
road were to be charged 50 cents and
all passengers 75 cents. Mr. Blair once
dined at one of these places and, con-
cluding his meal, laid down a half dol-
lar.
"Hold on!" cried the cashier. "You
don't belong to this road'
"I know that." replied Mr. Blair.
"The road belongs to me."
Gotham's 1111111tesinfres.
At the present time there are be-
tween 500 and 1.000 men in New York
who are worth $1,000.000 or more. In
1815. when New York had a population
of 110,000, there were only 19 men who
were assessed at $100.000 or more, and
the highest assessment was only $200.-
000.
The cost of keeping up the drinking
fountains anti eattle troughs in London
is $8.5o0 per annum. A single trough in
a busy thoroughfare costs S2Zsi.
The willow is one of the most adapt-
able of plants. A willow switch snick
in the wet will ehnost invariably take
root.
IS rens "Mk yea nista.* yes eoetsma
nor.. all! lag tobacco habit.. It 41.11's RA
✓ivanovel tiie dear. for tobae,o. +vita
eel oar equa distress Capita swo-







oar own druggist .8eroma for as. Take it with
notkestly, persistently Os*
box. el, ady mese. S hems. SI 141,
:rsa teed tses re, arcs refund mosey.. f
Isn't Telmer* $pit and inseam 13er lib Sway.
To colt tobacco easily and forever, be .nag
amis., full of lite, serve and vigor, take No-To-
Bat, the wonder worker. the, maker weak men
strong. All druggists, 50c or Si Cure guaraa.
teed Booklet and sample tree addrein
Sterna* Remedy Ca, Manzi or New York.
sasupastan the As Had Palleal
Some years ago en inquisitive tiid
Ica' student, while examining the g
lotine lu a big waxwoci,s exhibition In
Loudon, took it iuto his head that the
sort of yoke which fits tionn on the
shoulders of the criminal tor liold him
in his place would not be siulicient to
confine a person who struggled.
Hie curiosity on that point led him
to watch till the place was -empty,
when he actually put himself in, let-
ting down the yoke. He soon foued,
however, that he was quite unab:e to
lift it, and It at once flashed into his
mind that the sharp ax suspended ove
r
his neck might not be firmly fixed. or 
It
would fall, as It should, with a touch.
He was afraid to struggle lest the
shaking should bring it down and at
once deposit his head in the basket of
sawdust below him, into which his
eyes were of necessity steadily look-
ing
Having staid some time in this
plight, lie was overjoyed to hear the
npproach of a Isitor. whom he itn•
plored to release him It was in vain.
"I'm thinking." said the gentlemen,
a Moo ft vii t I.itr t,, th
e inetr„potto,
to his two, "Milt MOO to, to
show how tho thing Atli, 11114 I 
think
we'd better Did ittlerfelet,"
No the luckless student was left till
one of the attendants canto in *lid
niade feet the ax before releasing hito
from ilk predleaineut The ax was
afterward removed and leld by the
side of the structure to prevent future
accidents.
A Ceartaetan Answer.
There are many people who do not
care for libraries who pride themselves
on having "only the books they road"
about them, but the answer mat
h by
a distinguished scholar to one of tic's.
persons very well Illustrates how 
lu-
able is this idea as to what • 
lib ry
should be. The scholar was conneted
with an institution of learning wil
eh
had been greatly helped by a ill 
rat
man of the neighborhood. but the I
al man was not much of a sympa
tHIzer
with the idea of increasing the lib 
ry.
When appealed to In the matter, b re-
"More books? Dear me, it see it to
me you've got more than you can 
d
now. Have you read all you hay al
ready r
"No," returned the scholar. "a I
never expect to read them all."
"Then why do you want more?"
"Let me ask you." said the s
cholar,
"did you ever read the 
dictionary
through?"
"Certainly not." was the reply.
"Well, sir," said the scholar, "a llbra•
ry is my dictionary."
The answer was convincing, and 
the
merchant provided the professor with
the funds he wished for.-Pittsburg
Dispatch.
It Can't So Done New.
"An increase of salary!" exclaimed
the pompous manager of a 
small omni-
bus company to a clerk who 
bad just
made that request. "I am afraid
, sir,
that you are too extravagant!"
He toyed with his heavy watch chai
n
and looker; severely at the young 1DRD,
who returned his stare boldly. It was
the set phrase on such occasions, and
the applicant had beard it all before.
Ile meant to have that rise Or-go
somewhere else.
"Excuse me. sir," he replied retipect-
fully. "I haven't any chance to be ex-
travagant on what I earn."
"Young man," continued the ,pom-
pous gentleman, "I have risen fro
m
the monkey board. How? By 
being
careful. When I was young I made
money by saving 'bus fares."
"Ali. that was In the old days," said
the young man, with a knowing wink,
"But with the bell punches a the
present system of inspection, you
would find you couldn't save II
without being collared, however, care-
ful you were."
The manager nearly fainted, sad the,
young man had to seek other employ-
ment. -London Standard.
Ileitis, Rope Ileums.
A peculiarity about roping horses or
steers with a lasso is that after getting
a hard fall a few times they quickly
get "rope sense." I have often seen
them, in a corral, stand stock still
when the rope falls across their backs
-even when, as a matter of fact, they
are not caught. If any reader has ever
encountered a clothesline while run-
ning at full speed in the dark, the line
stretched at about the level of the
throat, he will notice. that he doesn't
run across that lawn any more after
nightfall. He's got "rope senile," In
fact -Wide World Magazine.
Why The Enjoyed It,
On Sunday, as a certain Scottish min-
ister was returning homewards, he was
accosted by an old woman, who said:
"Oh, sir, well do I like the day when
you preach."
The minister was aware that be was
not very popular and answered:
"My good woman. I titli glad bear
It. There are too few like y And
why do you like It when I pr hr
"Oh, sir." she replied, " n you
preach I always get a good tr'-
Scottish NIgbts.Ns.
Queer Let.
Stranger - I have heard' t.it you
have a good many queer peopletin this
town.
Citizen-As odd a lot as you'd find in
a year's travel. They are a queer set,
the whole of 'ern, outside my family.
And my wife ie almost as bad as the
others. But then, you know, she wasn't
originally of my family.-Boston Tran-
script.
A peculiar clock of the time of
Charles I was the lantern, or birdca
ge
style, which hung from the waits hi
gh
up, with its /weeks exposed.
Submarine volcanoes are ce
being dltwovered, awl are a
owing to their sudden appea




Irroup, the great enemy of childhood,
suocumbs at once to the soothing' iefin
sane of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
Bronchial affections lose their danger
when this great remedy is at hand. No
home should be without it.
FOWRIGHT HIE TAILOR.
Has a promos of cleaning and pressing
clothes that make* them look like now.
Wein Seventh street, oproeite New Era
office. Ladies dress skirts cleaned and
pressed.
Cured the Curious Youth.
"Pawing over the ttuelaimed mall is
a favorite ainasement among a certain
set of idle youths." said a hotel clerk
yestertla. '"Any letters for So-and-
so? they will ask, giving an imaginary
name, their object hehm apparently to
gratify idle curiosity by studying the
superscriptions and reading the post-
ale. Last tall an Idiot of that type re-
coved a severe lesson here In this
house. He made the usual reque
giving rather a peculiar name. w
he afterward admitted he had thought
of on the spur of the moment. By 8 re-
tuarkable coincidence two central office
detectives were standing near the desk
at the time, and the name he gave was
that of a noted crook who was wanted
by the pollee of Chicago very badly.
'Without a word more than was tiect-
smeary they took the young gentleman
by the arm and carried him off to po-
llee headquarters. lie was so astonish-
ed that he was unable to make a co-
herent explanation and really present-
ed a picture of guilt. Ills story at head-
quartere that he had aitked for letter 
under RD aseUmed name wan regarded
mi en Ititpreleiblit that they held Idni
until telegraphle I ut U I ries enttlit he
Medis, Of Noire, It ttirood mit that he
was not the ereek, hut ho it
the evil re of lite life, and yoti May rest
assured that lie has &tipped that form
of alitueetuittit front lile
New York New s.
II. Wasn't "Soaked."
"When I go o% or to the old country I
am going I.. get a lot of clothes to
bring back with me," sa1,1 a well
known Windsorite. who went abroad
recently.
"oh." said his hearer, "if that Is the
eaSe. I have a brother who is a tailor
In London, and I will give you a letter
of introduction anti write him telling
him to use you right."
In course of time the traveler step-
ped into the tailor shop In London and
presented his letter of introduction.
He got a warm handshake from the
tailor, who said be had received a let-
ter from Ids brother telling of the
traveler's expected arrival, but could
not understand part of the letter. The
letter, when produeed. read:
"Dear Brother-The bearer, Mr. —,
Is from our place and wishes to get a
lot of clothes In London. He has all
sorts of money Soak him. Yours af-
fectionately."
The part of the letter that could not
be understood was the concluding
phrase. The traveler of course under-
stood the Americaniem, but managed
to keep his face straight while he gave
It a favorable construction. He saved
the laugh until he could have it on his
American friend. - Chicago Inter
Ocean.
Rim Plea Fee Water.
"If there is anything I dislike," re-
marked Colonel Stilwell, wiping his
mustache with impressive deliberation,
"it Is a bigoted person. Some of the
people at my home in Kentucky came
very near taking permanent offense at
me, but I held out and finally con-
vinced them."
"What Watt the discussion about?"
"It was the old controversy. Some-
body mentioned water. and Judge Mor-
gan stated his opinion that it was
something that ought to be abolished.
The major argued for its use In moder-
ation, but the judge wouldn't have it
I was sorry to disagree with the judge,
but I stated my arguments and clinch-
ed them so that he had to give in. I
called his attention to the greatachleve-
ments which all the world is now en-
gaged in applauding. I recalled to his
mind the glories of our naval heroes,
the men who are so proud of their
country, the men of whom their coun-
try is so proud. Then I pointed my
finger at the judge and asked him how
those naval heroes could have done
these glorious deeds if there hadn't
been plenty of water for them to sail
'their ships on."-Washington Star.
Trains. Worry, Dimmer and Death.
Late trains are a source of annoyance
to everybbdy. The British Medical
Journal dwells upon the very serious
result produced by them upon the
health of travelers. The rush to the
station to catch the train which may
perchance be punctual; the weary wait
on drafty platforms or in stuffy wait-
ing rooms; the dilatory journey-all
these, we are told, add seriously to the
labor of the day even in the best of
times, but when the weather is cold
and damp they are still more injurious
and in that they are largely responsible
for those "colds," as they are called,
those conditions of depressed vitality
which are the starting points of most
of the acute diseases from which men
suffer and from which the elderly and
the feeble die. •
Genuine Courtesy.
Surface manners are like cut flowers
stuck in a shallow glass with just
enough water to keep them fresh an
hour or so; but the courtesy that has
its growth in the heart is like the rose-
bush In the garden that no inclement
season can kill and no dark day force
to forego the unfolding of a bud.
Wonderful Dovelopment.
Watts-The development of the sense
of touch In the blind is something al-
ways a wonder to me.
Gotrox- I have It pretty well devel-
oped myself. I have got so 1 can tell
a borrower two blocks away.- Indian-
apolis Journal.
Nonseuelatisrm
"Have you studied any language be-
side English?"
"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne.
"three-golf, baseball and yachting."-
Washington Star.
The man who reaches the railroad
Station two minute* after time and
sees the train steaming ont of the oth-
er end derives no irtatiefaction froni the
proverb. "Better late than never."-
Berlin (3141j Herald.
A FitIORTYULBLUNDF/t
Will often canoe a horrible harn,ocald
Cut or bruise. Buoklen's Arnios Salve,
the beet in the world, will kill the pain
and promptly heal it. Oares old form,
fever sores, ulcers, boils, felon., corns,
all skin eruptions. Boot pile cure on
earth. Only 25 cts a box. Sold by
L. L. Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, R. 0. Hard-
wick, J. 0. Cook and Anderson & Fow-
ler, druggists.
MONEY TO WAN-On rood rea'
state security. Apply to
litmus Wow) ltr Ron,
A WARM RECEPTION.
-
U. Arrived flume Too Seen and DU
Not Rake a Good lesprossoloas.
This resident of Alfred street came
home at the end of one week instead of
three, as he intended when he started
on his business trip. He had his valise
in his hand and rang the doorbell with
a vim.
"Pity you couldn't bring a gong with
PI 
apped the sour faced maid
ered the call. "What's the
sense of fnakin such a racket? We
don't want anything today." And she
slammed the door in a way that show-
ed she didn't mind noise if she made it
"Open that door!" shouted the angry
owner.
"Go on, now. We don't buy nothin of
peddlers, we don't. I has my orders.
Quit kickln that door. or I'll telephone
for the police. Don't you think you
kin skeer me. (lit a chase on your-
self."
"Let me in at once. I'm the proprie-
tor of this place, the husband of your
Mistress."
"That's a likely story, etch a lookin
ole trump as you are, Make yourself
Nearer now fur a beldheaded ale
fraud,"
lie was ten times madder, because
he is 15 yew,s older than his pretty
wife, anti Jumped up and down on the
veranda while he shouted, waved his
valise and vowed all kinds of venge-
ance.
Before he was placid enough to see
straight the virago was upon him with
flatiron, and there was nothing for
him but ignominious flight. He was
just well under way when his wife ap-
peared from down town and called a
halt. Of course he sailed into her for
having such a girl, gave the maid flee
minutes' notice. went through the
house like a storm and could only
smile the sickliest smile when he saw
the new servant scudding through the
back gate -Detroit Free Press.
FULTON'S STEAM WARSHIP.
The Reeommesdation to the Gov-
erment Slimed by Noted Neu.
It is interesting in the light of the
achievements of our navy In recent
years. especially those of the splendid
fighting machines propelled at the rats
of 20 miles an hour, to read the follow-
ing report made during the war of 181":
on R proposition made by Robert Ful-
ton to build a steam vessel for the pro-
tection of our harbors and seaboard cit-
ies:
New Lorsois, Jan. 3, 1814.
We, the tmderrIgned, have this day examined
the model and plans of • venal of war, submitted
by Robert Fulton, to carry 24 guns, 24 and 22
pounder., and use redhot shot, to be propelled by
steam at Om speed of four to Sr. miles per hour,
without the aid of wind or tide. The properties
of which vessel are: That, without masts or sails.
she cam move with suilkient speed; that her ma-
chinery being guarded she cannot be crippled;
that her sides arc so thitk as to be impesetrable
to every kind of shot. and in • calm or light
breves she can take Choir* of position or distance
from an enemy. Considering the speed which the
application of steam has •Iready given heavy
&alias bodies, we have full confidence that,
should such • •111111•14 move telly four miles per
hour, she could, under favorable circumstances,
width may always be gained over enemies' wee
Ras la our ports, harbors, bays and sounds, be
rendered more formidable to any enemy than any
kind of engine hitherto invested. And in such
case she would be equal to the destructive of one
or more seventy-fours or of compelling lair as
them to depart from our waters. We, therefore,
give our decided opinion that it is among the
beet interests of the United inane to carry that




On this report is the concurrence of
S. Evans, O. II. Perry, L. Warrington
and J. Lewis.-Washington Star.
Peel's Adele* to Tuns 1111su.
Mental discipline, the exercise of the
faculties of the mind, the quickening
of your apprehension, the strengthen-
ing of your memory, the forming of a
sound, rapid and discriminating judg-
ment, are of even more importance
than the store of learning. Establish
cEntrol over your own minds, practice
UM economy of time, exercise an unre-
mitting vigilance over the acquirement
of habit. These are the arts, this is
the patient and laborious process, by
which, in all times and in all profes-
sions, the foundations of excellence
and of fame have been laid.-Extract
From Sir Robert Peel's Address to the
Students of the University of GL-
row; From Charles Stuart Parker's
"Life of Sir Robert Peel."
Advertiessr.
A new and verdant postmaster in a
small rural town had received instruc-
tions to advertise all letters uncalled
for at the end of a certain length of
time. He obeyed orders by inserting
the following advertisement in the vil-
lage weekly paper at the end of the
first week of his term of office:
"There are ten letters in the post-
office that nobody has called for. If
them they belong to don't take notice
and call by the end of the mouth, the
letters will be sent to the dead letter
office. Anybody expecting letters they
ain't got can come and see If any of
these letters belong to them. All take
notice."
People Who Sharpen Thefts Teeth.
Recent studies of the Kaders, a race
of short, dark skinned, curly haired
natives living in the Anamalai hills
of themIndia. show that they
a remarkable custom not else-
where known In India-viz, the sharp-
ening of the incisor teeth. This they
accomplish by chipping the teeth to a
point, giving them the form of cones.
The first Australian newspaper. the
Sydney Gazette, was published March
5, 1803, 15 years after the rise of the
colony. The delay was caused through
there being no printers among the con-
victs, who represented every profes-
sion, including the legal.
The art of self defense Is inculcated
early among some of the wilder tribes
of the Caucasus, who Instruct their
children as soon as they can walk in
the use of the dagger




Stumm Your Bowels '4i'lth Cesearstin
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
,Me. /I C.C. O. tail, druggists ref and moose
Beauty Is Blood Deep.
Clean blood means a clean skin. Ni
beauty withcut it. Carcarets, Candy Cathart
tie clean your blood and keep it clean, by
stirring up the lazy liver red driving all ink-
purities from the body. Begin to-day to
banish pimples, boils, blotches, blackheads.
and that sickly bilious complexion by takine
Cascareta,--beauty for ten cents. All drip
gists satisfaction guaranteed. 10c. 25c, NM
MATTERS OF GEN-
ERAL INTEREST.
Amos Kendall died at Bowling 
tireen
yesternay without making any State
meat in referenoe to the mut der of 
Ea
gene Ceased other than a mire denial 
ot
his guilt. An examination of his 
body
renealed DO eVkie11015 Of my sea shot
wound.
After much oonfeiring on both sides,
the miners and mine operators as In-
dianapolis have to far failed to reach
an agreement on a scale of wages, a
nd
neither side seems disposed to make any
commissions.
--
The Pasoklin twenty panel jury will
investigaM tkikoltarg• of Ow. Taylor
that the mountain pistol Derriere are be.
log arrested without warns% Of law,
and will also Inc sesinate tbe obelus of
robbery pretu1r,d ellettAII a Wittman
by one of Um totals men.
-
Oliffosil Shropshire, of Lexing-
ton, was found dead in her room with •
bullet hole in her right temple, the cir-
cumstances indiaating suicide. No cause
for the sot is known.
A detachment of militia will aisoosni a
ny Milton Kendall and his sons to Nich-
olasville today where they are to he tried
for the alleged murder of Eugene Cas-
sell.
The Franklin grand jury is invest'
gating the latest attempt to bribe a
member of the legialager.
OongressmilISD. ith will intro-
duce a bill foe alie‘ not a govern-
ment building at 'Elizabethtown to wet
$75,000.
The condition of David U. Colson
counties to improve. No step has yet
been taken fees 11111111ting bail.
The motorinsaaimployed by the Loa
Isville Railway Clempany will tonig
it
decide upon a course id be pursue
d, the
the company having allinounced 
yeast r-
day that the avower the empl
oyee'
demands es given ISA week was 
81)1.1
Good old Granny
lucky, 89 yews old,
e, of Ken
Sal Dr. Bell's
Pine Tar Honey is the best grip
 cure,
cough, lung anti bronchial remedy that
has been offered to the peopl
e during
her life. Sold everywhere
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Minn.
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a livly one. We expecVrODAY to be
still more so.
True, we have large quantities now
but at the rate we sold them yesterdby
they can't last long, and if you would
share In the
fea GREAT 5/WINGS
It will require quick action on your
part.
We assert that our India Liners
and other White Goods are fully 25 per
Ei• cent better valu







So that you can 5ee the correctness
of our assertion.
Gant& Slayden
NO. 5, MAIN STREET. ggi
Hopkinsville, - - - liv. EiExi
▪ e'm 
'VittWO olir Kg WO














We have just received 223 pairs
B&ITS' DUTCH ESS PANTS, Winter
Every pair warranted, and
sold under the famous Money
Guarantee. Durability, Fit
and Workmanship — all of
the best. Try a pair.
1k. le? aIlutloo. $t be a I*
11116.4111.411.4411mdeedemamillesilleseseieseelemil•
weight, We closed them at about half-price and ac
cording to
our custom we will give them to our customers ar
half price.
Sizes run from 26x26 to 31x31; most of them are 28x
28
and 39x29. Small men can be fitted in this l
ot. All grades
represented, from $2 oo to $5 oo. Cut prices will be
$1•00 to $2.50.

























1 afeguards the food
against alum.
Alm bs htine!thbo c %%last:re l e g7a 
day.
ems aroma 71- K..•.
NoTes AsouT peopLe
From Tuesday's daily.
Wet Caw.. ot Pembroke, is in the
MD'. J88888 W•re is visiting reletives
IA Pacieese
Capt. J,sh• Roach retarned to Trigg
00tiosy y„„terday.
Mr. Z /I W.sh, of Wails:elite was in
the otty ibis tuorniug
Mr Looter, P'Pool, of the B•tubridits
viotuity, Is in the city
Mi. Lucile Sullivan, of Trenton, Is a
/Remit Of Mtge Jewel.. Orr
Mr* M A M eel ., of rbm qusr , is
'mopping iu in city today.
Moss 1Siot.eo Nelson is home after a
pleasant visit to selassves at Onumbss,
repo.
Mrs De Drake. of Nesnv.lie, is the
gess- el Moe. Le tai Wiet,. sin North
.su -trees
Mr Gsarie• f.-rrr has mewled hi.
Ississuo at l's Oity B•ut and will en t.
A se.vvo Is Oliv
Moo Ss te will 'PiTel knoor
10i fur Nashville. to spend se.srei
maks ebb friends.
M a-tes Oarry aud floeicie Oren re-
tar het meet from Naseenie where
.C'. •peut aerial weeks with relleVIV•
From Wednesday's daily.
Ur. M. B. be Vitt tescuroed this morn.
!s. ;rum Nashville.
Mist Beate Henry, of Oasky, is visit-
ing fnesds is the oily
Mr. J. H. Faulkner, of Oaledonia,
Trigg county, spent she day in the city,
sad paid the Na. Kea a call.
Alm Jennie Tucker, an accomplished
yoguag lady of &wane., Tenn., is the
plasmas guest of Miss Mamie Massey as
Rook Hollow.
Misses Annie Buckner, Grace Wood,
gieeldeBearsesa and Mary Barbour hays
eslanwed after pleasant visit so Mrs.
Puemesse se Idglwylde
1hr. CIAO. Moore, Sixth Vios Presi-
esellegMels Mississippi Valley Poultry
&MeMallies, attending the an is tusi
meneisip of she Ken tack y Association in
Insesetile.
Mute leteharoson. of Mar:reeve ro,
leen.. a daughter of lion Jag b. Rich-
areets.., vi •aa• r of she D moors, ic min0?,
It, couanittrre in Coogre-e. LP the scrota
pi-se' gleis-t of Mayor F W Debney's
faintly
Mrs ft. Z Leigh hal daughter Key-
note, reser/led yesterday from a nest to
Hopkilavi le Mr. T. W. Day re-
tained Friday noes& from Hopkinsville,




Mr. IL D.Ooburn ("Squeduno") bends
in the following interesting excerpt
frees the ''Deecciptive Gs-
seimer, of the U. S. A.," published in
1.840 by Seerman & Smith:
"Obristuso mangy, Ky., situated in
the Southern pen of the Stet. 1_2:I.:we-
taimiL..; 512 qrisire mites. The land in
the Northern part of the county is poor
bet covered in timber; in the Southwest
are fertile barroom, at they are called.
The soil is a fertile clay, sad produce*
tobacco, cora, whelk *3. Ii is the
third county in wealth in the State
Wowed by Wile Elver and its
brunettes. sad Pond and Tradewater
neer. (%pita, tlopkinsvuile. There
were in 1640. °stele 13.096. sheep 18,196,
striae 511.1134, wisest 105,813 booths&
prisisesd. rye 13.1194, Imitate corn
ewe Wets, pesetass MI sis, hemp
met Itsx one tnedifwel end agereaty-
severs epos, col:servo 3 400,308 posed',
St come 43,040, maple war
19,190; bitemenous coal, 11.473 bushels;
111.,seetee, capital $121,575 ;13 tanneriee, 19
tettUen-e, 8 potteries, II fl owing mule.
211 grist mills. 18 saw mills, 1 otl mill, 1
printing °Moe. 1 weekly newspaper;
capital in manufactories, 01,610; 4 acs-
ilessies, 231 stadents; 19 schools, 517
sebelare; population, white 9,491, slaves
5,997, free negro-8 99; rota', 13 57"
C.eejt Net Talk.
Xis. soda Weohlrldes,
Owe. who was so sale tell wish
kw Orem tor over two years that
UN eisuld sot speak above • whim-
yea% alter oho used the first bert-
de et Dr. Bells Pies 'he-
lloes/. could talk as well ft
ever, sod she MOO is such
westillerral ewe Wet her
ettighhent wow le so me
Mr low slommoshow






Of The Cumberland Tele-
phone and Telegraph Co.
ARE IN SESSION.
Proposition To Consolidate




A uun.ber of the ataiiteg • fft lair ate.
prominent etockhoders of the Clumb•-r•
hied Telephone Company arrived In the
city this morning and repaired to Hotel
Latham wnere thee are holding an im-
portant meeting, the result of white.
will in all probability be the cousolliia-
non of two of the largest telephlion.
companies operating in the Souih.
•rb. messing was celled by Secresar)
Loans Hume, of the Cumber heed c in-
psi', its consider a propoeitien Iteetee
to the cos sl.ild 'eon of the tAttu'e-rlaeo
and the Onto Valley companies, an.
diecuse tbe terms.
The Onm Valley Company has it.
neadqoarters at Louisville, while lb.
prim' pal .111 s..1 the Cumber:laud f elt-
ono.* and relestraph Oneepeny is Hop
tiesysile, the romps.; besng ibcorporat-
ed under the laws of Kentucky, and
this being the mom central point.
1 he base* of the propoettiou for the
eoneoleattou, is set forth in the einem]
eel for the preset.% stoning, netted te
Sece-rary dome.
"f he capital stock of the conseelateo
• ompeny is to be ten millioes of dollar.,
in sr Rim. of one hundred deal is each
of which charts are to be issued and go
to the .hare-hol lets Of the pres-rif Cum•
berlaud Telepboue & Telegraph 001b•
pany, share for share, and shares srs to
go to the shareholders of the Ohio Val-
ley Telephone Oompaey, share for
•hare; and`the remainder of said stock
to be subject to sale and dispositios, es
required by law in cases of incorporated
companies."
The terms and provisions of the prop.
position for consolidation are being dis-
missed in detail at this meeting now in
program; at the Latham.
Among the officials and stockholders
present are President James Z. Oeld-
well, of Nashville; Wm. Utterer,
Goal mg Mary, L Landis end John T.
Lionel. of Nainvi Is, am d A U Sharp,
,r: A tt.nte ['b-es'- genie-mete is pr-on
and by pr. ey repre•erit ,•ontrollit.g in-
ter...4 in the ekenpany's stock.
Cooeunaption is prevented by giving
early attrutiOn to a cold, whether slight
or severe. A cold quickly disappears
abbe Dr. Beles Pine Tar Honey is
taken. This remedy makes weak lungs
strong. Sold everywhere.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS,
The Board of Equalis scion is still in
session hearing complaints from ag-
grieved taxpayers. There have been
many more than the usual number of
complaints this year, the Board having
raised the assessment of many citizens.
-•••••••
TOBACCO BARN BURNED.
The large tobacco barn and its con.
tents, beleeeieg to Mrs. Mary Massie,
was destroyed by fire last week, causing
a loss of $3,000. The flames were start-
ed by she careless handling of fire by
hands engaged in strippinithe weed.
DELIVERED IOBACCO.
From Thursday's daily.
P. H. Salinas. Jr. of Toed minty,
near Fairview, delivered today five
thousand pounds of tobacco, a portion
of a twenty thousand pound crop. He
received seven cents a round. His ,
brother, George Belmon, who sold his
crop to the wine Arm, accompanied
hire.
WANT PEST NOUSE
Seventy-eight ostisens of Trenton have
petitioned Oounty Judge P 0 Duffy to
nail the:magietrstes of Todd county to-
gether and set apart n pegs eons, for
smallpox patients. there being one or
more cases already ha teat community.









Former Gov. Bradley. of K • utecky,
will deliver one of the leading tiddlers
es at the annual Lincoln has quet, fel
lowing the fifteenth annual convention
of the Ohio Republican League at Otto
cinnate on February 12
-o -
Rural Free deity% ry setvice will be es-
tablished in the Sixth Oongressional
District of Kentucky, if Representative
berry has his way. He says application
will be made to the Pt:Aortic.. Depart-
ment So star' the servire at the Ohio
[IVY!' and bay- • it 4-it, firi•-(1 bock through
every county an the Sixth Demi -t
-o -
A number of Noir-us are considering
forming a cowpony with a view of es-
tablishing a daily lunch line between
Bow sing Green and Morgantown.
-o-
Seven firms ow niug were house,. is here
,lissilled spirits are atoreal w-re Indletyd
by the Fraukiin county grand )try for
failure to report to the State Auditor
A report fsom Williamsburg @rye Met
Jircuit Judge T Z Motirow, a promi-
nent Republican leader, (spresaed tc
friends the opinion that the Republ Tans
should abide by the decieion of She Con-
test Boards.
-0-
T wo polies • ft! ten reported at police
leadquarters to Fri kfort Stint fift•en
mouutainers and others, including sev-
eral men r -cenil; pardoner out of the
workh• use by Goy. Teyior for Carrying
eincealed deadly Weapons, were scatter-
ed through the notorious Craw district
with their weapons beckled about their
waists on the outset,- of their coils. B.
D Rose, of Wo to (-entity, another man
.-enefected for carrying It tome-Need e Ca-
pon, was pardoned by tier. Tee lot-.
-0-
Is Cir-oit Court at Frauefort yester-
lay the attorneys for J ihn H W hailer]
and Charles H. Ryan secured a distills.-
al of the bribery Indict went on account
of au error in the make-up of the grand
jury, a bystander haveig been 'abate
tutee for a juror who was taken ill dur-
ing the investigation. The case will r.e
referred to the April grand jury for a
new indictment.
The condition of Col. David. G. Col
son has grown more serious in the las(
twenty-four hours, and the attending
physicians fear the' unless he is soon
removed from the county jail, where
the surroundings are anything but good
tor • man in his condition, he may lose
his arm and possibly life. The formal
motion for bail in his case was made in
court yesterday, and the examining
trial will be held on Wednesday of next
week. Judge Ostitrill has extended the
term of Ins court ihree oays to bear the
evtdeuce and pass on the motion
-o -
1 endeavore I yester-
day to Attu.' to the contest committees
that thin ballots were ueed in Graves
and other Democratic counties.
MR. MOORE AT CINCINNATI.
Mr. J. S. Moore, an insurance man of
blopkinsville, is at the Hotel Honing.
'Our city has Improved wonderfully,"
said Mr. Moore. "and has now a popu-
lation of 10,000, the center of a great to-
brow trade, domestic and foreign. We
have a $130,000 hue', built by John 0.
Latham, the New York millionaire,
formerly of our city, which is conduct-
ed on metropolitan lines, and is the fa-
vorite retort of traveling men through-
out teas fertile territory. Mr. Latham
erected a $15,000 monument to the Con-
federate dead in oar country and had
ternpike roads built over the county "
-Cincinnati Enquirer.
If you are rootless and cannot 'sleep at
night, a close of Dr Bell's Pine Tar
Honey will give you natural rest and
refreshing sleep. It checks a coegh at
once, and cures a cold in one night. It
heals the throat, chest lungs, cures la
grippe permanently, does nos stupefy,
is harmless. Children love it.
people like it. Good druggists sell it.
BUYER AND SELLER.
Advertising promotes cordial relations
between seller and buyer.
Newspaper readers become interested
in an advertisement which appears reg-
ularly, and quickly feel a like interest
in the advertiser, speaking of him as
famiiiarly as they do of their personal
friend...
Thome relations are not only desirable
but necessary in business; for upon
them wholly depends the merchant's
suocess.-Philadelphie Record.
Moe. Jerry M. Porter.
write this letter because I
believe you have made • dis-
covery in a rough. cold, throat
and lung remedy that the peo-
ple ought to have. 1 refer to
Dr. klell's Floe-Tar-Honey. I
have thoroughly tested it and
know its merits. It ures.
Any ono who ever needs •
remedy of this Ith d should
never he without Dr. HOW!
P1D8-Tar-flone•
JIMMY M Po mesa,
cuntoa. K.
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
is a scientific prescription, carefully prepared from the purest. and best ingredients,
COtISCqUattl y the MOM Unfit' cough methane on the market. In buying
Dr. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY you get as big a
bottle and more doses to, 35 cents than you do of
any other, but the druggist's profit is less.
Therefore some druggists are cunningl persuading
their customers I0 buy that which to
th-m means greater profit.
DON'T V011 DO IT. DEMAND
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Snow will fall in most sections of the
:North &boot the 2nd 104th and a genet. AT FR 4N K FORT. al change to rising barometer and much
°older will follow the storm and last foe
three or tour days. From the 6th to 8th
look for reaction to warmer, for return .
3f feting barometer and more rain, "
turning to snow it Northern parts of
Items of Interest Gather- the country. On the Iv els of these
ed By Reporters storms of reit; and snow, do not be ear-
prised if a stiff and general cold wave
tomes with the rising bat 'meter. The
Mercury teriod bitius about the close
of this reactionary disturbance, and the
rains due about the 7(11 and 8,11 will
turn to sleet in oeutral sections.
I Hold a fleeting And PassMuch cloudy, disagreeable weather I
may be expected all; through the Met- Resolutions.
oury period, which is seen by the et ern
diagram to be ceutral on the 13th, and
to extend from the 8th to 18th 'I be
regular Vulcan etorni period DI also Cen •
oil on shit 18th, affecting the 11th to
16th. About Imeday the 18th, to Fa-
ces; the idih, look fie a marked and
general fail of the barometer, ending in
sev•-re storms, being characteris-d by
raiu, wind aud thuuder in Southere
sectume, tartan g to geueral and heavy
sleet Nord:mart' aid ending wish is cold
wave and February blizzard over mu
of the country central and Nortaw aril,
A daeh of very cold wenther all be
central about the 17th and 18th.
A rem:m.11dr, at. tin period falls pu
tne :9!ii to 214, egillinpieg which
'sates, low beromettr, higher tempera.
lure and more storms ef ruin and wind
may b.-, expected, tinning to snow and
oeszerdons gales in many Northern
led 10515,
Very decided tgealla of wind, rain
and scow i eed not aurpriee anyone
from stout the 24th to 26th, all to be
followed by high barometer, boreal gale*
and a cold wave from the Northwest.
The month goes out with growing
restlessness of the atmosphere, and
tendeuoy to eleetrical Morena, such be-
ing the rule with Moon at perigee and
ou the equator, the former being on
February 28th and the latter on March
first..
At I he News
Centers.
APPOINTED ADMINISTRATOR.
Oooper hu been appointed ad•
tor of the ostate of the late A.




Judg4 W P Winfr it', public admin•
istrater and guardian, was directed to
by the court yesteriisy to take charge of
the estate of the late Oapt John D.
Usrdiner, who died several months ago
at Howell
THE CITY COURT.
Jim Green and Dennis Wstkin• were
sect to the work hewee for clever, days
each, for raising a disturbsuce in Geo
Dabney's restaurant on Seventh street.
V‘'. M. Baekner, col , for whipping
nisi wife, wee fin -d $5 00 and costs,
whiciii he paid.
SMALL PDX WARNING.
To the people of Christian County:-
Small pox huts again broken out In our
county and city, and I am ordeted by
the Oounty Board of Health to request
every person iu the county, who has not
been suocessfully vaccinated within the
last four years. to be vaccinated at once
•
The Statute Laws require all persons
to be vaccinated. Don't fail to comply





The "Two Merry Tramps," the play
Wood & Ward will present her. in the
near future, is one of the big comedy
successes of the present seaeon.
As the gentlemen are an excellent
r,tiutstion 84 fut.makers, something
s.ey erjoyabl. may be anticipated by
or theater goers
CD .6h. 181 rl" Mt. X AI..
Bows Um The KM You Han Mop Is*
DEATH OF MR. TURNER.
_
From Thursday's.taily.
Mrs Oen John K. Oliambliss, mother
of Mrs. Chas. H. Nash, of this city, re-
eeived a telegram last night, stating
that her only brother, Mr. E. L.
Turner, of Emporia, Vs , died last night
at 8 o'clock, after a lingering illness of
nervous proatration.11
For twenty-eight year. he had served
as county and circuit cle.k of Green-
ville County, Vs.. arid had been elected
to the came mice see•le last year, to
serve another six years. He was. lead.
ing Mason of the State. a Knight Temp-
lar and a member of the Royal Arca-
num. He leaver a wife and three child-
ren, one daughter and two sons.
COLD liTZEL ott DEATH.
"There is but one amielchance to Cave
,our life and that is through an opera-
tion," elm the awful prospect set before
etre I B Hunt, of Lime Ridge. Win ,
by her doctor after vainly trying to Cure
her of a frightful case of stomach trouble
and yellow jsunitice. He MAWS octant
(on the marvelous power of Electric Bit-
ters to cure stomach and liver troubles,
but she heard of it, took seven bottles,
was wholly cared, avoided surgeon's
knife, now weighs wore aud feels better
than ever. It's positively guaranteed to
care stomach, iver and kidney troubles
and never disappoints. Price 60c at
L L. Eigin,s. C. K. Wyly's, R. 0. Hard-
week's, J. 0. Cook's ;and Anderson &
Fowlere• drug stores.
MR. MOORE'S EXHIBIT.
Toe Louisville Times says:
Interest in the poultry show increases
with each succeeding day. The 1,200
cackling fowls at Music Hall form the
best exhibition of the kind ever seen in
Kentucky. The judges will finish their
work tonight and tomorrow all the rib
bons will be ug The -x ithition of bar-
red Plymouth ha, es well as White
and Brown Leah, rue is the finest ever
seen in Lout-Tillie In these three class-
es alone there sr.. WOO birds. The show
will be open until 10 o'clock Seturday
night.
One of the beat exhtinis of the show
is made by Oari 0. Moore, of Hopkins.
villa, who has twenty-five Oorineii In-
dians exhibeed. The breed is Oriental
The plumage of the birds is rub gold
and brown Mr Moore has h.-.-n *prize
winner at a number of Lae show..
CHRISTIAN COUNTY ELOPERS.
handsome Coo* Married Wednesday
At Clarksville
Wednesday's Leafe'bronicle says:
This morning • hanosome young couple
of runaways from North Ohristian coun-
ty. giving their tism-s as Elbert L.
Walker and Miss Gerrie Armstrong, ap-
plied to the County 0 erk for a marriage
license, and upon getting it repaired
immediately to the parlor of the North'
logien ete use, where Rev Toni 0 Rags-
dale made theni mall and wife. They
were acconireted by J W Vance; and
Mies Alice R.''ouu of Hopkinsville,
and left fee horn. 84 soon as the ceremo-
ny was ov-r in a double seated, two-
horse bat-k, as. they had come-but sunl-
it:it/ and rediant with the prospect of a
long. happy life iii their own bonus-






During the last two or three years
very great improvement has been made
in the treatment of diseases of the heart
Oases formerly considered incurable
now readily yield to new remediea. The
The well known specialist in treating
heart diseases, Franklin Miles, M U,
LL. B., of Menage, will senu $2 50
worth of his new S,eclal Treatment
free to any of our afflicted readers.
This. liberal error is for the purpose co
demonstrating the unusual curse T.
uowers of his new freatment for Heart
troubles, such as short breath, paiu
the side, oppression in the chest, irreg-
ular pulse, palpitation, smothering
spells, putting of the ankles or aroeity
It is the result of twenty-four year'
of careful study, extensive research,
and rewaliable experience in treating
She various ailments of the heart,
stomach aud nerves, which so ofteu
complicate each case.
The Treatment is prepared expresail
for each patient, as the result is •er.a
much more Oertath and satisfactory
Few physicians have mph conflAeoc.
in their remedied. And there is no res-
ent why all afflicted pereons should ir
avail themselves of this liberal offer
No death coulee more suidenly than
that from heart disease.
Mrs. Frank emith, of If Walnut' Ave..
chines°, was cured of heart dropsy, after
Il•- •-• leading phyarcians hsui given her up.
Mr. Reenter. of Chicago, was cured after
:allure of ten able physicians.
A thousand references tc, and testimo-
nials from, Bishops, Clergymen, Bankers.
Farmers. and their wives will be sent free
on request. These include =say who h•v.
Geee cured after from eye to fifteen physi-
cians and professors had pronounced them
•-Incurable." Among them are II. A. Gruel-.
amMountein Nt. Eigtn. III.; Mrs. Suplil.
snow berg, No. Mg list Ave., e. MInneupolle.
Minn.; Mrs. A. P. rolburn, Blusalug, Ass :
Mrs. M. B. Mot elan, Rogers, Uli o, and th,
presidents of two medical colleges, etc.
Send at once to Franklin Miles, M
D LL B , 207 Stases St , Chicago, Li ,
for free treatment before it is too late.
and please mention this paper. 26,3t.
CI .AL er XL I Ale •





[SP6CIAL TO Saw ERA.]
NEW YORK, Jan 25 -2 p m -Sev•
eral New York papers are out with ex•
was announcing the catenre of Oen.
Bailer by the Boer force..
The... rumors are believed to he a
canard put forth to • ffect the stock mar-
tees. No great credence is Fiver' ti
(hem. The reports are not accompanied
by details.
[casheerasit TO saw Ita•
LONDON, Bog., Jan. 2.5.- Gen War-
ren's troops yesterday captured Spion
Kop.
This was an importaut etrategica/
position of the Boers.
Ho4 osition.010-
Cablegrams this afternoon state that
the British are holding the position to
day against a savage shell fire from the
enemy.
Gen. Woodgate Killed.
Gen. Woodgate, the noted British of
firer, was mortally wounded yesterday.
The British easualtes are admittedly
large.
Signal Victory.
The taking of Spion Kop was a signal
victory, and causes general jubiletion
here.
A SIGHT OF TERROR.
"Awful anxiety was felt for the wid•
ow of the brave General Burnham of
°acmes, Me , when the doctors said she
mold not live till morning" writes Mrs.
II Lincoln, who attended her that
fearful night. "All thought she must
Noon die from pneumonia, but she beg-
ged for Dr. King's New Discovery, say-
ing It had more than once saved her life
and had cured her of oensumption. Af-
ter three small doses she slept easily, all
night, and its further use comeletely
cured her." This marvelous medicine
I. guaranteed to cure all throat, chest I
CASTOR I A and lung diseases. Only 50; and $1.00.1Trial bottles free at the following
For Infanta and Children. Bold by L. L. Elgin's, 0. K. Wyly's, R.
The Kind You Have Always Biubt C. Hardwiek, J.0. Oook and Anderson I
& Fowler, druggists. Guaranteed.




(SPECIAL TO 1111W •I
FRANKFORT, Jan 95 +The mono 
tAill Men who arrived hers iO4 ay &satin
bled in the State Honss yinid at eleven
o'clock. i
- They were addressed by ex•Elecretary
of titate Finley. who told them they
were honeet eitis-eis wno bad c .me to
Frankfort to ask for justice
A. many of the 'men apparenly di..
not know what they were here fur, this
information doubtless proved tutored
In,
Capt. Steve Olark, of Lexington,
sided over the m-eting.
Resolutions were passed requesting
the Legislature "to save the State ill
this time of crieis by unbiased action
'the reso'nt ions were sent-to the le4.
tsiature but both hoopoes adjeurried
fore reeeiving t em.
The presence of the men here is ,
earded generally as an outrage and






SIMCIAL TO SSW ER•. I
FRkNKFORT, Ky., Jan. 25.-On
thousand and two hundred moan.
tameers:arrived here this morning. e
They are said to be armed.
They claim to be farmers and;:work
rug men.
It is stated that they are here .10 'At-
tempt to prevent Senator 00•Iiii from
taking his seat in the event She Mates4
is decided in his. favor.
The leader of the crowd, a big broad.
shouldered mount.tineer, acted MI
spokeeman and delivered himself of a
speech this morning.
He said he and his followers were
not seeking trouble and were willing to
:ay down their arms if assured that





(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 26.-An-
aher train-load of mountain Men
:awe in this morning shortly after
the arrival of the first gang.
There were about fire hundred asea




;SPICIAL TO saw ERA.1
FRANKFORe, Ky., January 25 -
Tne R-pubiicaus are carrying out
their programme for crowding Frank-
fort with Republican militiamen and
•ther armed partisans, in the hope of
reerawing the Contest Committees and
she Legielitture. Armed mountaineers,
in the guise of witnesses, but belonging,
.nost of them, to the reorganised Repub-
i 311 wuiti s, are on their way to Frank•
fort, coming last night by epeeist train
ifirnoin Southeastern Kentucky to them
ber of 700 or WO. They are from
tiarlan, Letcher, Bell, Knox, Clay and
other mountain counties. This is the
-ame plan adopted during the sitting of
the Stet, Canvassing Board, but it is OD
Bears the
8i nature Slew Aers Tear AllemeysargliabliedeOgsasolli=76.1.V:pe, fitr
larger scale
FOWRIGHT Ttle TAILOR.
Has a process of cleaning and pressing
Arnhem that makes them look like new.
-Vest Seventh street, opposite New Era
'Mee. Ladies dress skirts cleaned and
ireeeee
HEA OE
Pain back of your
eyes? Heavy pressure
in your head? And are
you sometimes faint and
dizzy? Is your tongue
coated? Bad taste in
your mouth? And does
your food distress you?
Are you nervous and ir-
ritable? Do you often
have the blues? And
are you troubled about
sleeping?
Then your liver hi
an wrong.
But there is a cure.
'Tis the old reliable
4a1W
They act directly on
the liver. They cure
constipation, biliousness,
sick headache, nausea,
and dyspepsia. Take a
laxative dose each night.
For 60 years years they
have been the Standard
Family Pills.
Price 24 cests. All Druggists.
I have taken Ayers Pills regu -
lady for six months. They have
cereal me of a never, headache, and
I ..an now walk trona two to four
males without getting tired or out
of breath, aomethIwg I have not
been able to do for many years."
S. E. WA I.WORK
July 13, line. saiem,
WPII• flest Doerfar.
If you have any complaint w
mad desire the hest medical
poosibly receive. write
Ti's will receive •
ply Without cost. Addreaav.
DR, J. C. ATER, Lovoll. Wass.
,
Ies.A...........,:„....--,..............,-„..-e"..„-.....le
Itieeterrio, iria ...... re • i.t on- i, I, ,,•
oo factories, tot tine!rding 1.1. turneries,
the. s it-- I reploymenI to 2,950 bands.
TOBACCO NEW.'..
t t
A bill has been introduced in the
South Carolina legislature to prohibit
the sale of cigarettes in that State. It
is patterned after the Tonnes -ee law.
+ t
It is said the American Tobacco Oom.
par; bee bought a warehouse and cigar
factory el San Juan. Pt.rrn
will manufacture cigars 0. to.- is
SUCH 15 SCA.1T-ri At- tticA.
Pitebteurevakerfk tchiepuillesimerepnic. Part et
You land In South Africa at the foot
of a mountain 33.1100 fect high. They
call it Table mounteln. and the veil of
mist that. exeeptiti4 on very clear days.
overhangs it South Africane are pleas-
ed to term the -tablecloth." Preseut
lag a front of solid roek Loon in helget,
perpendicular airs a wall ant lot' boltorri 4
the best natural siguboard on earth.
Time aud again have British lit-His At-
tempted with fabulous mums to secure
it for advertising purposes. leo as yet
there has liven no Knell defack•ment.
'fable wountalu tutu rke tbe ill viol of
the dark continent. Below it nestles
the city of I ape Town, a laeautiful bay
stretching out In the foreground. Ou
the west Ilse mountain ibrea Ls off tee
ruptly. rind the railroad ski: Is elieut it
to the interior. On the east It slopes
off Into a hilly, picturesique formation
known as the "Lion'', Back," and then
gradually rises into the Drakenberg
mountains. This is the only great
mountain range south of the Zatitbni,
and by noting Its location one may I1-
demand In ii trice just what South Af-
rica Is geographically. Steaming along
the east coast from Cape Colouy north-
ward, you have the Drakenberg In
view nearly all the way to Beira, a dis-
tance of 2.000 miles. In Cape Colony
and Natal the mountains in many
places dip the water's edge, and with a
fieldglass one may see on their crags
and peaks smoke curling up from the
native villages. In Portuguese terri-
tory the mountains recede slightly
from the coast, and at Delagon Bay
there is an intervening stretch of low-
land 20 miles wide. At Beira this bits
Increased to 60 miles. At the Zambezi
thTeoDgreatkienntbeo trbgeeindtesri.
or of South Afri-
ca from any of the five east coast
landing places-Port Elizabeth, East
London. Durban, Delagoa Bay and
Beira-one must cross a short extent
of low land and then ascend steep
mountains. Having arrived there, the
traveler Is conscious of little or no de-
scent, five-sixths of the whole interior
being a vast plateau that extends to
the Zambezi on the north, the Atlantic
ocean on the west and varies In alti-
tude from 3.000 to 6,000 feet above the
*ea.
A fringe of tropical country, where
bloom the magnolia and the rose,
where nourish the orange, pineapple,
lemon, guava, grape, banana, the cot-
ton and the tea plant; a long stretch
of mountains running parallel with the
Indian ocean, the highest peaks of
which are capped with snow, and in
whose valleys wave tracts of wheat
and corn; a cast prairie, dotted here
and there with patches of scrub wood.
laud, mission stations and immense
farms with millions of sheep and cat-
tle grazing thereon; a few thousand
hamlets scattered like oases over a
great landscape, made black by the
native Africans who live in thatched
huts and wear but a breech clout; a
dozen large towns where are heard the
clang of the American trolley car and
the clatter of the police patrol and
about which men cluster as files gather
to a jar of sweets; the remnants of a
once mighty zoological garden, includ-
ing many leopards, beautiful and lithe,
baboons, antelopes, jackals and croco-
diles, a less number of hippopotamuses
and a few herds of buffalo, elephants
and giraffes; some iron ore, some coal,
some copper and a little silver; eel
miles of gold and 100 acres of dia-
monds. That is South Africa.-Alns-
lee's Magazine,
A Sarcastic. Form et Rebuke.
"The new speaker is of too amiable
a disposition to 'come down' upon the
house when it is out of order, as his
predecessor often did," said a member
whose experience dates back to Mr.
Carlisle's regime. "but, be it said to
Mr. Reed's credit, his method was in-
variably efficacious, and we in the
house minded promptly and without
open pretest
'On one occasion during the last ses-
sion the house became very disorderly.
Mr. Reed knocked several times with
his gavel, but without effect The
speaker It-as obviously annoyed. Final-
ly be pounded the desk heavily. 'One
moment,' be said angrily, his voice
penetrating to the farthest corner of
the chamber. 'Geatlemen should rec-
ollect that there is an unusual attend-
ance of ex-members and members elect
and that on that account there is con-
siderable addition to the usual noise,
which of itself Is ordinarily sudlcient
to prevent the transaction of business.'
There was loud laughter at this, but
it was observed that the house soon
settled down into an unusual quiet."-
New York Tribune.
Meta Who Ca. Kick.
A bronze statue of Bjornstjerne
Biornsou stands before the National
theater In Christiania. On Bjornson's
return to the theater after an absence
of 30 years to direct the rehearsals of
his new play he wrote demandiug the
removal of his statue, as be deems it a
permanent slander. Here [teems to be
another warning against statues to the
Living They can kick.-Boston Her-
ald.
He Won't Lecture.
The people of Beveridge. Kan.,
thought it would be a graceful t. lug to
Invite Senator Beveridge of Indiana to
lecture In the town. But their invita-
tion brought the following reply:
I beg to say that ut is not my prenent or ulti•
mate intention to•ent,r the lecture geld. Thank•
lag you for your suggestion. I ani, rery respect•
ILLICIT J. Iterintioar
Idea t Meatball.
WIckwire-Loek here. This is the
fourth time this morning you have
been in here asking for the price et a
meal.
Dismal leivcson-Yep; I am the ale




One same bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oll irregularities of the
kidneys end bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder. trouble in
children. If ni t sold by your druggist,
well be sent by ma 1 on receipt of $1.
One small bottle is two month's treat-
ment, and will rare any ease above
mentioned. E. W. HALL,
Sole manufacturer, St. Louis, ?do.,
ormerly Waco, Texas.
Sold oy T. D. Armistead,
Hopkinavilie, Ky.
READ THIS.
Jackson, Wei., Jan. 17, 1899
I have for years been a s nfferer from
kidney and bladder troubles; I have
tried all remedies that I could find, and
had almost given up all hope of ever
gettioterelief, untileI tried Hall's Great
Discovery. I am now using it and feel
like a new man It. effect is wonder-
ful 0 W. WILLIAMS,
Ass't Chief Police
AFTER DIPLOMAS.
The examinatio i for Oommon Sohoe
diplomas is being conducted today at the
pourt house. There are +brae white and
five colored applicants.
I The examinations are for the benefit of
those pupils who havgroompleted a pre-
llorlbed course in the county schools.
c.
MigetablePrepaentionterAs-
sisbating the Food and Reg Ukt-
Int Ike Stomachs andBowe Is if
iNi /Se( H111)1{1.N
Promotes Digestion:Cheerful-










A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
lion , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms ,ConvuIsions,Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.




EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER,
-e-e-e-reeeleWeeeieeir-VrtffiniglItalliglitY5
CASTORIA
For Infants and Children. 











And Keep It Up All Through icioo Buy-
ing Staple and Fancy Dry Goods
From T. X. JONES.
. . . . Always a large and well assorted stock. The
newest and best at the lowest figures. (Just Receiv-
ed ) A new line of French Flannels for Waists,
Dimities, Jones' Cambric,English Long Cloth,Check
Nainsooks, India Linen, Art Linen, Irish Linen,
Linen Lawn, Table Linen, Napkins, Towels.
Val Laces and Insersions,
Hamburg Edges and Insursions,
Linen Laces and Insertions,
Imp. Linen Laces and Insertions,
Jackonet Edges and Insertions.
. Swiss Edges and Insertions.
. . , . New Carpets, New Mattings, New Linolenms
and Oil Cloths. To one and all a special invitation
to call before buying and I will make it to your in-
terest. Respectfully,JONES






















But a clean, clear cut Clearance Sale
of our stock of Jackets capes, Suits and
Skirts. Most stores would say, "If the
weather had been better with us and if
we had judged the demands better" etc.
What Care You For the
Little Trouble Of Ours?
The time has come when they must
move. There can be no stagnation here.
So here they are at prices that will al.
most force you to buy.
now only $7.50 1".;,T=.1", $6.5018 
50 Jackets
12 50 Jackets
now only $5.00 10 00noJwa coineye $4.00
7.60 Jacket. 6 00 Jackets
now only $3:00 now only .. $3.50
5 00 Jackets for $2 50
Separate Skirts in Blues and Blacks,
sizes from 40 to 44 lengths---
10 00 Skirts are etc Aft 5 00 Skirts are $3.00
now only W.UU now only
7 50 Skirt* are 4 00 Skirts are en En
now only $4.00 now only....
300 Skirt• are el 7K
now only .. spiels,
2 00 Skirt. are now only $ I .00
..„
Ii 50 Skirts are 00 g
now only
We nniv hay.. two Golf Capes; they are
worth $12 .",( this season's goods; very
stylish, to elate, take them at EACH
rm
162
One navy blue silk lined, size 32, $9.00 Ki. worth 12 50 for
One grey campbell's hair,
stylish, 34, worth $25, for :very 10.00 
One blue silk lined, handsomely 12 50 
st„..
• Dmbraidi 36, worth $35, for : s
WE HAVE THREE SUITS
1
•
To the unbelievers of the truthful
expounded by us in our Clearance Sales.
we say come, be convinced and embrace
the opportunity of securing the greatest
bargains ever offered in this city.
GIli ant & Slavdenrgse....IN wAisaufacialung
httrgent




Special Attention Paid to Inspection and Sale ofTobaccos.
Fireproof Warehouse c°r.  Opp.Seventh Crescent  a n d Mills.R.Sts













WE 614004.D BE INTERESTED IN
THEM, SAYS DR. TALMAGE.
glut agaspboolly Mos a Maslen to Per-
Den= When HU Notts, Is Good.
Besarob Out Oho Illserablo laud Odor
Thom Cesairobattoa.
IONNWilliht. Louts Kiopech, 1900d
Wsamistrreo. Jan. 21.-In this die-
Mares Dr. Talmage shows how we
should interest ourselves in the affairs
a others tor their benefit, but never
far their damage; text, I Peter iv, 15,
"A busybody in other men's matters."
Human nature is tbe same in all
apse. Ia the Domed century of the
world's existence people had the same
characteristics as people in the nine-
Ismak century, the only difference be-
kg that they had the characteristics
bR a hanger time. It was 500 years of
smadaset or 500 years of meanness in-
stead elf goodness or meanness tor 40
or 50 years. Weil, Simon Peter, who
was a keen observer of what was go-
ing on around him. one day caught
sight ef a roan whose characteristics
were seven inspection and blatant mit-
lei= of the affairs belonging to people
for whom be had DO responsibility, and
with the band once browned and hard-
ened by fishing tackle drew this por-
trait for all subsequent ages, "A busy-
body in other men's matters."
That kind of person has been a trou-
ble maker In every country since the
'Medd steed. Appointing himself to
the week eit esaioration and detection,
be goes teeth mischief making. He
aalleelall kens by reporting the inf e-
Welty dlesavered. Ho is the advertis-
ing agent of infirmities and domestic
Inharmest, and emerrences that but
Sir NM wadi aster have come to the
• ess er oar. Re feels that the
elleillatseglit to be hauled out into light
and lberalded. If he cam get one line of
ft late the newspapers, that be feels to
be a mak achiereaseat to start with.
Rait be Mat sot let It stop. He wills-
.pers it be kis neighbors, and they In
tom widow It to their Deighbors, until
the whole Iowa is abuse and agog
Tea can se mom catch it or put It
than yea can a malaria. It is in
sit and ea ,tbe wing and afloat.
WM by ditealf. It seems of little im-
partanee, but after a hundred people
ve bandied It and each bas given it
addltIonal Wiwi it becomes a story
Me and shape marvelous. If It can
going, after awhile it will be
mseugh to call tbe attention of
elairta or the presbyteries or min-
er associations. The most of
siandals abroad are the work of
elle whom Peter in the text 'styles
stfriAidtody In other men's matters."
Illualeia se Kiadoess.
!kik notice that such a mission is
most undesirable, because we all re-
quire ail the time we can get to take
ears et our own affairs. To carry our-
iletella through the treacherous straits
ad this Bre demands that we all the
time keep ear haird on the wheel of
sec own craft. While, as I shall show
yea before I get through, we all have
a mimisa et kindness to others, we
lave as dm to waste In doing that
Irbil& damaghee_ to others.
There is our worldly calling, which
met be looked after or it will become
• failure. Wbo succeeds in anything
without concentrating all his energies
epos that one thing? All those wbo
try to do many things go to pieces d-
arer as to their health or their fortune.
- They go oo until they pay 10 cents on
the dinar or pay their body into the
MVP. We cannot manage the affairs
et ethers and keep our own affairs
paasparese. White wo are inquiring
priserion to the business of *n-
and finding oat bow
be has unpaid and bow
will probably be wound up or
assignment or bear the slew
mite his counter our owe
getting mixed up and ea-
. While we are criticising
bor for his poor mope we are
the fertilisation of our own
allowing the weeds to choke
tem While we are trying to
the mete trona our neighbor's
wit tall under the weight of the
la our own eye. Those men die-
Illebed by <be faults of others are
ibmoodeos the depot at which whole
fades ad twits arrive and from wh1cb
whole trains-6f faults start The men
who have succeeded in secular things
se Iellgioss things will tell you that
they hate ao time for hunting oat the
dada ed ethers. On the way to their
menting ream timer may bare beard
thst a dris in the same line of bald-
ness tips ha trouble. and they maid.
Merry. very sorry." But they went in
and sat down at their table and open-
ed Ow lest contalning a full state-
ment st their affairs to see if they
ware in pia of being caught in a simi-
lar rIeislia
amedien about town, with hands
peebota and hats set tar bsck on the
hied, waiting to bear baleful sews,
are failures now or will he failures.
Quist:Ian men and women wbo go
mad with mouth arid looks full of in-
torregailon points to end bow some
Mew ebareb member is given to m-
elioration er drinks too much or
neglects lala home for greater outside
ottemedasa have themselves so litt/e
gene* hi their hearts that DO one sus-
pects they have any. la proportion as
people aso eoesectated and holy and
MOM they are lenient with others
sad dammed to my: "Veit until we
bear the other aide of that matter. I
Mimi believe that charge made
agelant that man or woman until we
hams mese bettor testimony than that
by them scandal mongers. I
gem Ha."
' Warbles Weeet sta..
Vsetbammeore. we are incapacitated
fir the super vloal of others because we
essate see all sides of the affair repro-
beimeed. People are generally Dot so
nude he blame as we suppose. It is
MM. right to do wrons there
.-.11M11111111111ne
°FIN Tigre
May women low tisk girlish forms slier
they booms mothers. This is due to meg-








The eadiee Ms we
begun, the snore per-
fect* will die shape
he peeeerved.
111611Mrs Intail
see say Kam sad
edam die mucks
delft the great *We before birth, bat kelp
ihe aids le contrast naturally afterward.
hams mightly wrieldes away, and ths
inemas eadenseath retain deer
Mews Iliad a that famous Manse
liniment which banishes mooring Wawa'
sod miresseeas Awing repsaocys Aortal.
Lbw and snakes it may painless builds up
lie padan's constitutional strength, OD that
amsrgss frori the ordeal without dwarf.
The Me one, too, shows the effects of
Matra 'TIM by its robuitoew and vigor.
1141 et dreg Now kr $1 a betels.
Send tor Ger tnely liestrated boob Ise us.
poseasis soothers.
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lions are right the
light leap of a
When the condi- „\/...3
Chamois may start
an avalanche which
will bury a village
alive. It takes but
a little thing when
the conditions are ,,J;
right to prostrate a • 41'. -
healthy looking )',"\t"cl 3̀.
man. Hastily eaten - -
meals, ill digested
food, means a body ill nourished, a nerv-
ous system on starvation rations and the
blood sluggish and corrupt.
There is no protection against the avI-
lanche. There is protection against dis-
ease. When the nerves are unstrung,
the mind is irritable, the stomach weali
and distressed after eating, the brain dull
and stupid, the conditions are ripe for
serious illnem. This may be averted and
the systetn restored to sound health by
the uee of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. It cleanses the blood,
strengthens the stomach anil organs of
digestion and nutrition, nourishes the
nerves, and produces eound and vigorous
health.
"six !earlier, last A egnet.- writes Mr. Daniel
A. Caner. of Tom Rowan Co.. N. C.. '' 1 wise
attacked with malarial fever : was iu bed nine
&aye, mid then taken with chills_ Had this six
mouths My spleen became enlarged. and I
was bed di mad on for four years. I went to
the doctors and some of them said I had dys-
pepsia. others said I had liver trouble. So 1 paid
sat money mad nothing did me any good Last
August two years ago. I (venue-aced taking 1..tr
Pierce's medicine.. and used ten bottles. mid
sow 1 ems does big • aaye evert. a. any man.
en m years dd. I now weigh iSo pounds.-
The People's Common Sense Medical
Advieer has been aptly termed "Lhe
Bible of the Body." It is sent fere on




pa pe r covered
book, or 3 1
stamps for the
• - cloth hound.
Address, Doctor
' R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. V.
may be .Tbere may Dave
arisen a conjunction of circumstances
which would have dung any one of us.
The world gives ouly one side of the
transactem, and that is always the
worst side. Teat defaulter at the bank
wbo loaned money he ought not to
have loaned did it for the advantage
of another, not for his own. That
young man who purloined from his
employer did so because his mother
was dying for the lack of medicine.
That young woman who went wrong
did not get enough wages to keep her
from starving to death. Most people
who make moral shipwreck would do
right in some exigency, but they have
not the courage to say "No."
Furthermore, we make ourselves a
disgusting spectacle when we become
busybodies. What a diabolical enter-
prise those undertake who are ever
looking for the moral lapse or down-
fall of others! As the human race is
a most imperfect race, all such hunters
Dud plenty of game. There have been
sewing societies in churches which
tore to pieces more reputations than
they made garments for the poor. With
their sarcasms and sly hints and de-
preciation of motives they punctured
more good names than they had nee-
dles. With their scissors they cut
character bias and back stitched every
evil report they got hold of. Meetings
of boards of directors have sometimes
ruined good business men by insinua-
tions against -them. The bad work
may not have been done so much by
words, for they would be libelous, but
by a twinkle of the eye or a shrug of
the shoulder or a sarcastic accentua-
tion of a word. "Yes, he Is all right
when be is sober." "Have you inquir-
ed Into that man's history?" "Do you
know what business he was In before
he entered this?" "I move that the
application be lald on the table until
some investigations now going on are
consummated." It Is easy enough to
'tart a suspicion that will never down.
but what a despicable man Is the one
who started it!
Blabs by ieterrenatisee Points.
There is not an honest man in Wash-
ington or New York or any other city
who cannot be damaged by such in-
fernalism. In a village where I once
lived a steamboat every day came to
the wharf. An enemy of tbe steam-
boat company asked one day, "I won-
der if that steamboat is safe?" The
man who heard the question soon said
to his neighbor, "There is some sus-
picion about the safety of that steam-
boat" And the next one who got hold
of it said, "There is an impression
abroad that there will soon be an acci-
dent on that steamer." Soon all that
community began to say, 'That steam-
er Is very unsafe." And as a conse-
quence we all took the stage rather
than risk our lives on the river. The
steamer was entirely sound and safe,
but one Interrogation 1n regard to her
started a euspicion that went on until
the steamboat company Was ruined.
Precisely so noble reputations and
good enterprises and useful styles of
business are slain by interrogation
points. Can you imagine any creature
so loathsome as the one who feels
himself or herself called to question
all integrity, all ability, 'all honeaty, all
character? Buzzards looking for car-
don
While I believe enough In human
depravity to be orthodox, I tell you
that the most of people whom I know
am doing the beet they can. Faults?
Oh. yes; all people eecept you and I
have faults! But they are sorry about
le repentant on account of it and are
trying to do better. About all the mar-
ried people I know of are married to
the one person best suited. Nearly all
tbe parents with whom I am acquaint-
ed are doing the best they can for their
children. AU the clerks in stores, so
far as I know, are honest, and all per-
sous le official position. city, state or
millet are fulfilling their mission as
well as tbey can. The most of those
who have failed In business, so far as
I know, have failed bonestly. The
singers are singing their best songs,
the sculptors chiseling their best sutt-
ees. the painters pencthng their best
pictures. the ministers preaching their
best sermons. Take any audience that
assembles in any church. and If there
are 500 people assembled I think at
least 450 are doing the best they can,
and If there be 5,000 assembled at least
4,500 are doing the best they can.
Ruathas Fair Vultures.
All people make mistakes - say
things that afterward they are sorry
for and Was opportunity of uttering
the right word and doing tbe right
thing. But when they say their pray-
ers at night these defects are sure to
be mentioned somewhere between the
IMMO of the Lord, for whose mercy they
plead, and tbe amen that closes the
supplication. "That has not been my
observation." says some one. Well, I
am curry for you. my brother, my sis-
ter. What an awful crowd you must
have got Into! Or, as is more proba-
ble, you are one of the characters that
my text sketches. You have not been
hunting for partridges and quail, but
for rultures. You have been micro-
seoptsing the world's faults. You have
been down la the marshes when you
ought to have been on tbe uplands. I
have caught you at last. You are "a
busybody in other men's matters."
How la It that you can always find
two opinions about any one and those
two opinions exactly opposite? I will
tell you the reason. It is because there
are two sides to every character-the
beat side and the worst side. A well
dIspated man chiefly seeks the best
side. The badly dispoeed seeks chief-
ly the worst side. Be ours the desire
to see tbe best side, for it is healthier
for us so to do and stirs admiration,
whieh is an elevated state, while the
desire to iind the worst side keeps one
hi a spirit of disquietude and disgust
and mean suspicion, and that is a pull-
ing down of our own nature, a disfig-
urement of our own character. I am
afraid tbe Imperfections of others will
kill us yet.
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On the other hand, if one be cynical
' about the character of others and
chiefly obseriatut of defects and glad
to find something wrong in character
I the fact is apt to be demonstrated in
his looks. However regular his fea-
tures and though constructed accord-
ing to the laws of Kasper Lavater. his
visage Is sour. He may smile, but it is
a sour smile. There is a sneer in the
inflation of the nostril. There is a
mean eurvature to the lip. There is a
had look In the eye. The devil of Her-
oism and malevolence and suspicion
has taken possession of him. and you
see it as plainly as though from the
hair line of the forehead to the lowest
The habit I deplore Is apt to shove
Itself lu the ilsage. A kindly man
who wishes everybody well *eon demi-
°nitrates his disposition in his looks.
Ills features- may fracture all the laws
of handsome physiognomy, but God
puts into that man's eyes and in the
curve of his nostrils anti in the upper
and lower lip the signature et divine
approval. And you see It at a glance,
as plainly as though it had been writ-
' ten all over his face In roue color:
"This is one of any princes. lie is on
the way to coronation. I bless him
now with all the benedictions thnt in-
finity can afford. Look at Ilan. Ad-
counting out their first OTANI to Da-
tients who eanuot aftaird to pay. Thoae
old attorneys at la w want no help
from you. fur they tiike retainers only
front the. Wore prosperous clients, but
cheer those youitg attorneys who have
not bad a brief at all lucrative. Those
old merehantii have their businees 80
well established that they feel inde-
pendent of honks, of all changes in
tariffs. of all panics. but cheer thoae
young merehants who are making
their tirst mistakes In bargain and sale.
That obi farmer who has 200 acres In
best tillage and his barns full of har-
vested crops and the grain merchant
mire him. Congratulate him." baying bought his wheat nt high prices
The Slanderer. before it was reaped need8 sytnpa- Ibis preparation stands unequaled as
thy from you, but cheer up that young a cow plexiou beautifi, r. Removes
farmer whose meet; are covered with a freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
big mortgage and the drought strikes redness et face and hands. Littell's
them the tirst year. That builder with
contrrects made for the construction of. 
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
half a dozen hou and the owners free from poisons and disagreeable
impatient for occupancy is not to be odors. Littelint Liquid Sulphur °int-
pitied, but give your sympathy to that ment is au invaluable remedy in the
mechanic In enrly acquaintance with treatment of all akin diseases, open
hammer and saw Mill lilt and amid all sores, chased parrs, bares, ',Nada and is
the limitations of a journeyman. espocially receitutnended fer nse after
sharing. It is soothing, antiseptic and
Go forth to be a busybody In other healing,
Be a Busybody.
For sale by Anderson &
inen's Matters, so far as you can help- Fowler, druggists, Hotel Lathan'. wtf
ing them out, aud help them on. The -
world Is (Ill! of instances of those who A tliONDEKFUL DISCOVERY
spend their life In suet' alleviations.
point in the round of his chin it were But there is one instance that overtope ! Not only Puree, but it keeps well. Is
written: "Mine! Mine! I, the demon and eclipses all others. He had lived sold by an organized company of ro-
of the pit, have soured his visage with In a palace. Radiant ones waited up- ' tponsible business men and has the en-
my curse. Look at him! He chose a On him. He wee charioted along doraament of thonsauds of Cleagy men
diet of carrion. lie gloated over the streets yellow with gold and stopped at anti voted people throughout the
misdeeds of others. It took all my gates glistening with pearl and ho- country. We speak of that wonderful
infernal enginery to make him what sannaed by Immortals coroneted and ,
ustrument, Electropease, and ask your
he is-'a busybody In other men's mat- In snowy white. Centuries gave him '1
ters.' " not a pain. The sun that rose on hitu !careful examination into the c
ures it
But there is a worthy and Christian never set. Ms dominions could not be has wrought Col. A. P. Nunally, of
way of looking abroad upon others, , enlarged, for they hail no boundaries, the Inter Ocean. Chicago, writes:
not for the purpose of bringing them and uncontested was his reign. Upon "Nearly three years experience with
to disadvantage or advertising their all that !teeter suit renown and en-
weaknesses or putting in "great prim- vironment of splendors he turned his 
Elecesopotse only confirmeo the truth of
ee' or "paragon" type their frailitiele back and put down his crown at the 
your claims. I say to my friende that
this instrument is a moat wonderful in•
but to offer help, sympathy and res- foot of his throne and on a blenk De- vention. and I would not part with
cue. That is Christlike, and he who cember night trod his wny elown to a
mine f I could not get enother." St-tiddotes so wins th ause of the high stone house in Bethlehem of our world.
heavens. look abroad for the wrapped in what plain shawl. and
people wire have made great mistakes pursued with what enemies on swift
and put IL big plaster of condolence on
their la rations. Such people are nev-
er s pathised with. although they
nee an infinity of solace. Domestic
in takes. Social mistakes. Ecclesi-
astical mistakes. Political mistakes.
Weep With Woe.
There is a public man who has made
a political mistake from which he will
never recover. At the next elections
he will be put back and put down into
a place of disapproval from which he
will never rise. Just go to that man
and unroll the scroll of 100 splendid
Americans who, after occupying high
places of promotion, were relegated to
private life and public scorn. Show
him in what glorious company he has
been placed by the anathema of the
ballot box.
There Is a man or woman who has
made a conjugal mistake, and a vul-
ture has been put into the same cage
with a dove or a lima and a lamb In
the same jungle. The world laughs at
the misfortune, but It Is your business
It Will Surprise You-Try IS•
It is the medicine above all others for
catarrh and is worth Its weight in gold.
Ely's Cream Balm does all that is claim-
ed for le-B, W. Sperry, Hartforo,
Coun
My son was sill (led with cstirrh.
He lifted Ely's Cream Balm and the die-
aurae able extents all lett him -J. C.
Olmstead, Arcola, Ill
The Balm does not irritate or cause
MIPS zing. Sold by druggists at 50 eta.
Or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 NVarren
street, New York.
camels. anti howled at with what
brigands. told thrust with what sharp
lances. and hidden in whnt sepulchral
crypt until the subsequent centuries
have tried In vain to tell the story by
seniptured cross, and painted canvas.
and resounding doxologlea. and domed
cathedral. and redeemed nations.
He could not see a woman doubled
up with rheumatism. but he touched
her. and luflamed muscles relaxed, and
she stood etraight up. He could not
meet funeral of a young man. but he
broke up the procession and gave him
back to his widowed mother. With
spittle on the tip of Ids linger be turn-
ed the midnight of total blindness into
the midnoon of perfect sight. Ile could
not see a man down on his mattress
helpless with palsy without calling
hlm up to health and telling him to
shoulder the mattress and walk off.
He could not find a man tongue tied.
but he gave him immediate articula-
tion. Ile could not see a man with
the puzzled and inquiring look of the
to weep with their woe. There is a deaf without giving iffin capacity to
Inerchant who bought at the wroog hear the march of life beating on the
Wine or a manufacturer whose old ma- drum of tbe ear. Ile could not see a
cbinery has been superseded by a new crowd of hungry people. but he made
invention or who under change of tar- enough good bread nnd a surplus that
Iff on certain styles of fabric bas been
dropped from affluence into leinkrupt-
cy. Go to him and recall the names of
60 business men who lost all but their
honesty and God and heaven. Let
them know there are hundreds of good
men who have gone under that are
thought of in heavenly spheres more
than many who are bigh up and going
higher. All , will acknowledge that
good and lovely Arthur Tappan, who
failed in business, was more to be ad-
Ceired than William Tweed in posses-
sion of his stolen millIone.
Go to that literary man who is starv-
ing with a brilliant pen In his right
hand, his Itterary position lost. his
books unsalable. and tell him of the
mightiest of the past and the present
who suffered from nonappreciation.
Show the discouraged author whose
manuscript the publishing house wIU
not take that among the rejected man-
uscripts of the publishing houses for
awhile were "Paradise Lost" and
"Jane Eyre" and Thackeray's "Vanity
Fate' and "Vestiges of Creation" and
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and that Shakes-
peare was comparatively unknown In
England until Germany aeclaimed Its
appreciation of the greatest of drama-
tists_ Unroll before that discouraged
public man the cartoons in the Ume of
Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lin-
coln and James G. Blaine and show all
the misinterpreted and pursued the
fact that they have it no worse than
many who bave preceded them and
that in most cases It is jealousy at suc-
cess that has caused the assault.
Litt the rallies. •
Hear it! The more you go to busy-
ing yourselves In other men's mat-
ters the better If you have design of
offering relief. Search out the quar-
rels, that you may settle them; the
fallen, that you may lift them; the
Wings. that you may assuage them.
Arm yourself with two bottles of di-
vine mediclue, the one a tonic and
the other an aruestbetic. the latter to
soothe and quiet, the former to stInne
late, to inspire to sublime action. That
man's matters need looking after in
this respect. There are 10,000 men
and women who need your help and
need it right away. They do not sit
down anti cry. They make no appeal
for help. but within ton yards of where
you sit In church and within ten min-
uteri' walk of your home there are peo-
ple In enough trouble to make them
shriek out with agony if they had not
resolved upon suppression.
If you are rightly Interested In other
men's matters. go to those who are just
starting In their occupations or pro-
fessions and give them a boost. Those
old physicians do not want your help,
for they are tea-rounded with more pa-
tients than tiler can attend to, but
cheer thew rutin:: doctore who are
3
Wheresoever
you feel woreess or pain put
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lie scolded only twice that I remem-
ber, once at the' hypocrites with elon-
gated visage anti the Other time when
a sinful crowd hail anaigned au un-
fortunate woman. and the Lord with
the most superb sarcasm that was ever
uttered gave permission to any one
who felt himself entirely commenda-
ble to hurl the first missile. All for
others. Ills birth fur others. His min-
istry for others. Ills death for others.
His ascension for othei.s. ilis en-
thronement fur others.
And now my words are to the invisi-
ble multitudes I reach week by week.
but yet will uever see in this world.
but whom 1 expect to meet at the bar
of God and hope to see in the blessed
heaven. The last word that Dwight L.
Moody, the great evangelist, said to
me at Plainfield, N. J., and he repeated
the message for me to others, was.
"Never be tempted under any circum-
stances to give up your weekly pub-
lication of sermons throughout the
world." That solemn charge I will
heed as long as I have strength to give
them and the newspaper types desire
to take them. Oh, ye people back there
In the Sheffield mines of England, and
ye In the sheep pastures of Australia.
and ye amid the pictured terraces of
New Zealand, and ye among the cin-
namon and color Inflamed groves of
Ceylon. and ye Armenians weeping
over the graves of murdered house-
holds in Asia Minor, and ye amid the
idolatries of Benares on the Gauges.
and ye dwellers on the banks of the
Androscoggin. and the Alabama, and
the Miesissippe and the Oregon, and
the Shannon. and the tibiae, and the
Tiber, sod the Danube. and the Nile,
and the Euphrates, and the Caspian
and Yellow seas; ye of the four corners
of the earth who hare greeted me
again and again, accept this point
blank offer of everything for nothing.
of everything of pardon and comfort
and illumination and safety and heav-
en, "without money and without
price." What a gospel for all lands.
all zones. all ages! Gospel of eympa-
thy! Gospel of hope! Gospel of eman-
cipation! Gospel of sunlight! Gospel
of enthrenetnent! Gospel of eternal
victory! Take It. all ye people. until
your sins are all pardoned. and your
sorrows all solaced. anti your wrongs
all righted. and your dying pillow be
spread at the foot of a ladder which.
thotigh like the one that was let down
to Bethel, may be throneed with de
seentling mud ascending immortals.
shall nevertheless have room enough
for you to climb. foot over foot. on
rungs of light till you go clear up out
of sight of all earthly renew-totem In-
to the renhit wbert. "the wicked erase
from troubliag and the wig.lry are at
rest."
BOOR AGENTS WANTED FOR
the grandest agl faahae selling boot eser yu toadied,
Pulpit Echoes
OR LITT!** TAISTIte TOR MEAD AND IITART.
Unataining Mc MOOD% *iii heat gprmon• with bI.•
/Thrilh Militia, feeblest*. Personal Exprometweet, as told
y D. L. .21locxly
kwnn.11. Dithamonplete history of hiellfe by Rev. (*DAL r.
1.4004, Pelee of NO Moody. (Stites° Church for ev. year*.
and an latroductiou Py Rev. 1,N MAN ARROTY. D. D.prepd a..., 4041 pp., a. mei (..14, iihrtnwea. Cry 1 ,4141.0 mere
A':ENTit VS ANTED-Mrs and Domes. Ire Saks
inniente - • harried User for :Lento Send few tense le
a. Alt. iir OU I linlia1111,1 ,Ii• tat., Hart:ord. teen.
A Fortuni. InH it for ou.Starting Keysent tree. 'oh can make a splendid
Hypnriliter at once. Address M. Young.






gLeM.Lne• and beentanas the _MIL
Prom gell • lesuriimatioTt.
Never Pails to TA Orly
Hair to it• Youthful lea
COM Irs'y d events a hairMc &Aid IOUs' I
ENNYROyill PILLS-Th. Li rx.°..trie
fu Caller ENGLLSH
KED ao 1 Geld tontail, inn. .61.4
.1th lone rtharo Take woo other. Refuse
lesuageimaa aelreatatieso and Orilla
Owe. eer eV y.„,. legvo. or •-ni Se. a
taamitio Peirtie•lor.o. Tortleirealala
ere •• Relief far Ladles.° 016 Idre• y re.
tura Midi. 10,040 Innoraosiras Viol ay
all Ionian.. 4 bleheeter t beside& Oe..





rCOOK BOOK-telling how to prepare delicate_ and delicious dishes.Address 1.1ebtg Co., I, 0. Hoz 2718. New Yol k
TR USSEs 65c, $1.15 AND DP
I
65c.
Wr are +Snag UN tory Sweet Treence cede
at FACTORY ?elfin, tiaa une-third
the price charged by others, •nd
Miti eri!i Say. . 11.Cfnir
Torts Iteisodbie Montle Tr.... Olusterlerl"ra.lUiveee, Olin
and .end to us wIth Ut SPIECIAL rile& owned,
et•te si int Molnar. WelirlO. Am., h".. lona. you have ln-en
ruptured. whether in patire 1. lark* iir .11,11 !tate
number blob.. around the body on • line with the
rupture. Pay whether rupture i• on right or left glide,
and we +end either true. to yogi with the under
standing. lf It ant • portent at baa 4,81,1 Oa iev•••• lbal
retail all Serie Omen war peireifoileao nituis It
will retOrn your money. elf% w
WRITE FOR FREE TRUSS CATALOGUE
oast rens allow& say ease, sad whisk we sal for L I .1
£461..• SEARS, ROESIWK c 
eaeo I
of cm.... 1 i,eludiny the Neer Slags Loa Tr.. if) lc
address for our book letters frem
people who have by Mee-
!repots**. ELLOTRO ISE CO , 518
Fourth Avenue, Logieville. Ky.
-
A PRIGil rirUL BLUNDER
Will often cause a horrible burner-31d
cut or bruise. Bookien's Arnica Salve,
the best in the world. will kill the pain
and promptly heal it. °rues old sores,
fever ewes, ulcers, boils, felons, morn.,
all skin ern/snore Be-t pile cure en
earth Only 25 Ile a box. Sold by
L. L. Elgin, 0 K Wyly, R. C. Hard-
wick, J. 0 Cook and Andereou & Fow-
ler, druggists.
You'd better hurry and get the best
of that rteminatiain or it msy get the
best of you Beth matcular and i0-
flenetestury rheumatism are instantly
relieveti with Dr Bell's Anti Pain, the
erotic's irgobtout, boil anti meet wonder-
ful pain killer.
AUGUS Fi 0 iN ERS.
-It is a surprising fact," says Prof.
Houton, "that tu my travels in all purrs
of the world. for the but ten years, I
have met more le (vie hatRing used
Lireees Augret Flower than slay other
remedy, for dyspep.ia, dere nged lever
and stomach, and for constipation I
find fey temnsts and ealesine n, or flit.
peranns &alit? cflee. positions, where
header-hew and lifetlefilll ead feel], Of from
irregular habits I ant, that (antenna Aug-
ust Fiewer.is a grend remedy. Ir do- •
not injure the system by frequent use,
and excelleur for sear atonlethi
indigeetion " Sample betties free at 0.
K Wyly's
Solo by dealers in all civilized
Dies.
WHEAT:
w. P. WO1111111, T. 11. 1101101Ii
V‘ilifree & Knight,
Real Estate.
Tba season of the year when people
waits to buy real estate is at hand, end
we invite these who want SO buy or sell
Wc°e1"huact ethe xiscellieuuutfilf lie. I lie es for onn,
dactieg the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
charge, aud will furnish prospectiv
customers univeyauce to ok at pro
erty without exist to them. Come to a
Us If you want to 1100, IS Costs you uotti
ewheawtvelisherstlaloswli,n.wg Filjtriircid,aorlanex
cm% f you fail.
ch•nge for farming land in this elution
361 sores in Paeco county, 120 acre& i
ePoluimntyt°aanidlY1 et' )2atestacirneeili
IY• One of ttie above tracts is hietyll
tinibereci with the hieet yellow pine
aud aliother is heavily timbered wit
the pine (tom which they W Age turpeu
utisne. For further uescriptiuu, etc..,
Stock of goo,. , sture house and rai
deuce, for salo at good towu on L. & N
R R. First-clued payilig business, nic
location., good neig nem hood, church
and schools convenient, resident*
To me water works and modern int
, ten Nona of niee groan
with residence, good rearons for selling
No. 1 resitietioe on South Motu street
2 stone*. 7 rooms, seryauts room, cis
tern, good stable, fine shade trees, lo
8i0 by 200 fest to alley, elute to busuies
and very desirable.
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, oarriag4
house aed ail neeessary outbuildinglif
, good COttPlill and orchard Two acres o
land aojoining South Kentuck y College'
81,500 Witireell this place at low price
stud on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on oor•
net. of 14th end Caurebell streets, filmes
82!-2 feet on Oionpoell street by 185 feet
. tu alley, Ionise has 8 moms and ail LW.
cessery outbuiloings, ewe shade trees,
flne garien aud grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of grouud, Moue 3 rooms, good
cistern, etabee poultry house, carriages
house, milk house, e tc., everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 acres, ou Nashville
I road, 7 miles ttom Hopkinsviliei and
miloa from Pembroke, good two-store
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, S
huge new bares, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on eaey *ems.
Large two-story houee anti two acres
et groutid frontuig on first street and
running baek to the river.
I 13h acres ef land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bac, o barns and other out buildings,
price 8.5 per acre.
I Good. resicterce on cerneiof Main ao
ist Week', fronting 60 feet on Main b
200 feet deep House has six reom
ood cistern, stable aud necessary ou
buildings. Fee. sede. 1
The Landslip' Mill property, embran-
ing a burr nett for 1111.11011W b. th core
Mid wheat, IWO good Tt•todelices, two
cisterns and ali necessary oetituriniese.
alld 30 acre*. of land, situaten Little
River, on a line between Christian bnd
.Trtirg eounties, weir Pee- Dee, Ke This
property will be sold at • he* price and
Oil re seonable terms.
House end lot on 17th street, in gran
neghbornood and close to butdussii.
price 8600.
A tine tract of river bottom land ail-
idati.a on west batik Cumberland river
about three miles below teatiton, Tree
courtly, Ky , and oteetait-ing 630 scree
This property has five good tenaot
houses sun five geed bents aed eisteres
'this hero will be rola either es a whoi.
or in tracts to suit purchaeer end at
low priee and oe re:u.e_eushie rale
I 60 woes of fine tried just outeioe to.
gate on P..anyt• rued. $65 p-r acre.
I Form of 107 acres of- good land 2e„
miles ',untie ret of Hopitinsville. Fess
„nun_ netgbborhorie. 'MOO g000 condition
gooci dwehing, tivo roome, smoke house.
stables, barn, etc. A bargain ait $1,700
Many men weirld speculate if they
knew how to go about it. Every order
a customer sends us is executed on
Board of Trade, and codsequeutly ex-
erts some influence on general market.
Write-Ili:is. Reference, Natienal Bank of
Oommerce.
BERT H. LANG & CO.,
No. 415 Chamber of Oommerce,
Eft. Louis, Mo.
(Oar Mr. Lave is a member of Board
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albassega sign averse SO t•
orate Sew 1.11411 sots
This Circular Plush Cape k"'jlakal Vanbeilor.smile of t.t. art
0•14 • Nail !UM, IS ten'tien innw, on% ull WW1
thrwUtthwut with Illereritesse ells is blaell,tataeerred. very
"boratialY Illobrioileridi *14 t, inenteeie braid sad beak
howling as illnitestcd. Ti-imrned •rourial with extra
fine MA ?Wiwi Ver. with waddle.
and Meier rham I If el.• • fro. loot t at•looro.. Aoldeem
BEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO
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t11111. 14•4411/ and pro- PO
tects the Membram
Restot ti.eliezt.ses Of Tnete and
ert•ury, No Injurious itru,ts Retell
pi-teens.: vamily size, SIM at drigg'ata ur
by Mall.
ELY EiRoTHERts,








Because the Equitable is
the strongest lifecompany





Because Surplus not only
means financial strength
but is also the fund from
which - dividends to policy-
holders are Raid.
3
Because during the past
ten years the r.quitable's
Surplus earnings have
been larger than those of any
oth, r company. •
4
Because during the past
six years the Equitsble
has paid each year more
than $2,000,000 in dividends
to policyholders.
5
Because the policies of
the Equitable are paid
more promptly than
those of any other com
pany.
6
Because, for the above
reasons, the Equitable's
policie-s ate the "Gov-
ernment Bonds" of life as-
surance.
50 acres of rich land just outside tie
city limits, well watered and feuceo
Wail be sold at a bargain.
Nice hones bed lot on Were liath es
Price 8850.
8 tracts of land near Bennettatetwie
i- bOtli 300 acres Will be converted Oile
2 or II tracts. Soid on ea -y terms.
House and lot on 3rd street in Hop
kiusville, Ky., near public echool build-
ing. Price $750.
.
House and lot on corner of Broad sun
Thompson 'treats. tiopkinsv tile Ky
Price WO.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-Amuses aan
cistern. price $,00.
Cottage on 8rd St , "cheap," as $600.
Sbutsild' Uurfoureiroolluk. e"u41
Good cottaee en Bruise anti 141,01oloOD
have lot, price $600.
jutern hnd out
Two geod ranee:ice lots on Alain St
ip liopluusville, well located 'The or,
ify vacant luta on West slue of Main et.
tor gale at a low price.
'100 am es of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. K. it. at Crotty. Wel.
be sold at a bergain. i1
Elegant lot bOxe00 ft. on Jesup site
nue. Good home with 4 large TOOMts. i
porohes, cistern our untioings, image
end front tree.. Price $ i ,400.
Au elegant farm of 115 scree of land,
ou good public. roan, iii one of the beat
neighternoude in &nth Ofigla111111, eine
vetoeut te ye stoffice, at-boots atm
ehurchea, ii; a high elate of t uttivation,
ers.ci oweeling 5 res.ite abd bad, let
large 'eclat!. o barn, good stablest is.to
oow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke bou ,lep
hen Meuse, buggy ,tioase, nevi w re
fence, nice. young orchard, grape«, re •
berries arid arrawberriee, pities, of are
rer, very desirable-, will b- sold cherp
and ori ea-y terms.
House aud lot eUx200 feet on 4,
strO14, House e ati 4 rooms, porcie
tern and outhuiloietre Price $i,01X.1,
11011eti and tot on Seeman street tiOxile
feet. titmee tete 7 roomy, porch oleos i.
else uuttniieutigs. enc.- $1.guli !
Hume beautitut v iii.slut Itstai im Wainiur
etreet.
Nue houte. Arm 41b Bros. n -trett.
Price #08o0.
400 &errs of cleanable hawing iartis
At•litliU11.•-ry comity. Tenn., heareas
toubereo, miles zroui
entre te5 tiO per acre.
SOIno Of We LOOM doelinfol," pftfrieglh)
Hopaiesvine. fro...ding 167 feet toe
Main street, suitable for entier busiutlee
or residence property.
Fine farm of 285 acres in neighbor
hood of Howell, Ky., at agree& bargain.
Good farm of 265 acres of Laud in one
mile of Howell, Ky.
155 sores of land near Olarkre
pike, 5 miles from Hopkineville.
Per acre. Very &sizeable.
Good 300 acre farm clew+ to Mont
sry, 'Inter county, Ky.. 2 dwellings,
house, barn, stables, goon ontbuilniuti.
3 ponds, young orcheru, 50 aerate of ri -
tier. Very aesirieble ;arm and will
located at is bateau).
Very desirable rban
bootee to o stone«, roems, new kiwi u
good repeir, about 7 acres of land, just
outstee the cite . units on oue of thelmot
streets. ,
Armee reairietire at Oasky, Ky. lAri
of 10 Keno', rie room cottage and twt
room t !". In ard ;iood Nerve". ts
large gl 0 I lee bouse, large stable ane
carriage houie min all necessary oat
buildings; spleerlid shade and (cant
trees, dryer falang well, good cistern ;
iNIP v,•nie to p •t, school at.d cifureti ;
5 miles from Hepkinsville with goo,.
mite nerirly the Whole distance. Spire -
did location for • doctor.
New 5 room house and 2 lots on 1911
street, good cistern, stable am/ all lie-
ceiteary outbuildings. Priee for both
$1,000.
House and lot on Brown St. Desirie !
bly located. Price $1500.
A two story tentage on South Camp-
bell St , lot 7011851.s feet.fieo bed roome,
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen. loek
rooru and four porches, on first Hoot ,
sour tied roonie, two lumber rooms and
a ...wpm. MOM: on second floor ; alter
apietend dry cellar 18z14 feet with briek
NTH floor, good cisterracoat honse,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house Ti RMS-One third caah, hal-
anee in foul equal annual payments,
6 per cent. interest on deferred pay•
Wtsrass & K8101TT.
se
Don't you want to
The Equitable Life OWN YOUR
Assur ance Society
120 Broadwey, New Vert(
"STRONGESf IN THE WORLD "
Dilday ex Powell,






The tobaoce crop of Trigg musty will
bs put oil the market this year much
eariie r time has been the ease for many
ynirs pa-s. sills the Cadiz Record. Al-
ready a larger portiou of the cr ip has
been stripped aud much of it has been
sole, oricts ranging from five end two
and two and three to six and a half
aroued.
John Broadbeat, of Walionia, sold
his crop of tobacco last week to Will
Hancook, for ilee around. The tobacco
is to be delivered at Hapkinsville. This
is the highest prioe that hart been paid
in Trigg eounty for the present crop.
Mr. Broadbent will have forty or fifty
thou-and pounds.
•••••- •
MULES FOR SALE-Nice lot .tmles,
IO! So )6 hands, 4 to 5 yeais old, tet C.
H. Layne's stable, e ‘. H. Leyee & Co.
w.tf
RAW FURS wrtrit et oc
Woe. list A Z bU e RD l', ain
and Sewed, Oinemnasi, 0. No27,3t
•  • • •
TWO FARMS FOR SALE.
We have in our hands for rale two
South Ohnstian farms cheap and on
rearionable terms
1. A farm near Beverly. Kentucky
eontaining 255 aeres, with c anfortabie
improvements Same farm on which
R T. Moore resides and which former-
ly belonged to him.
2. A farm near Oarretteiburg. Ky.,
containing 112 ar nee-fair improve-
nieuts-gaod neighborhood-the T. S
Rives' farm
HUNT,ER WOOD & SON
Sulphur is known te the medical pro-
fession HP :in invaluable therapeutic
agent in 411 blood and skin diseases
Littell's Liquili Sulphur is a clear solo- I r
tion of Dissolved Sulphur won all its
medicinal and hygienic qualities retain-
ed. Littell's Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will reire any skin disease nn earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Ni.ttle Rauh,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag-
gravated carte of skin disease. For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ho•
tel Latham. wit
Or5F.1°. art
,t 172s:1• ' workwithod
Washiug rcrillow Furniture sad
Wicker Chairs
Wicker chairs soon becor.ie soPed. but they
can be cleaned ta Ic.alt like new •
Gold Dust WiAing Powder
and warm Matte. Ute a scrubbing brush: white
water bo.o.nt--. the least solloti, get fresh; fi,i,oer
Wwibthitesiros'°1't.btddrsy ceshnec:elsoc.'17.;"*.aisiledwiPbeyirtrtnYls
awasbod, but must be wiped dry quickly.
Th. aim, a is Wein frog f..•
GoLDIA fri..las thefholgitutile-
gine Me nu ro,..alit
TIM FL ft. CMIPMIT,














































ADVICE LI TO PATENTABILITY rREE
Notice in "Inventive Age "
Book "How to obtain Patents" r
Charges moderate. No fee till patent is secured.
Letters strictly confulentmL Address,




Will practice in the courts of Chris-
tian and aejmniur countiee. Oflioe
eeargent building
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KY .
DOUGLAS BELL,
Attorney-at-Law.
OFFICE-In Storm ose B'Iti'g. up stair.
over Royal y Goods Store.
















On every Jacket, Cape or Ladies'
i,-uktseadtheis 
our
We also call your atteltion to our at-
tractive line of
Holiday Goods.
Imported china, dolls, books, medal-
lions, frames, ties, hdkfs, mailers, furs
and It hundred more be mtiful things












boiled down, pressed to-
gether is wnat you get in
the New Werner Edition
of the ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA. The facts
contained therein are reli-
able, the statements author-
itative. The index which
accompanies each set of
books enables you to find
the information you want
quickly, and you can rely
Toon it, for even the courts do not question its state-
ments. You can secure the entire set, complete in
thirty superb octavo volumes, of the
Encyclopedia Britannica-
for One'Dollar Cash
and the balance in small monthly paymtnts.
FOR SALE BY
HOPPER BROS. Main Street.
T,:*. -,7i "k% Homy raziJ.4„Ini. en=. ,..,._,- ..c ... elit seas; twee woe
maStri.,..:".4Z.">::1:npeePet5ialt;oserlfstierviestlAterelsi..::01.1414.artitill".".11. el".7 satialeetary.e-orii 5 ant reream'av'st.......ri• miliabkora dime. liooats. mets,....:60....1...z. ..i m.....iita,noc4A.niaututmada.Aus ,....::::adth.hiorie um
paierhebehi sweat ate 
seerm.:-. 'lh ere:- re for emit NiSeaties arn IT Ma meanie istaL le
Lieutiffti.,Lara brow hwilres.....d eintw:411
..Mt'"011iz.4.6fiis,.11,41 u.sta ,,,.....y‘ -ilatart,...,,t
...515.= Cti.16.111.4 fp ..1, I:nri-ibunuijr ithfle"'inA4,711*-1"7 I.A.''111%.."tf 51arettisid.-ibtia
suei,al ie:re:t702....7.7.....er../egirerd...4...1017.erhi:o,•.1....... 9.74,z.r...4...a...........
mEWARE of irarraTioNsisYs.k...*"Tle‘Mg..,
ileeemeate. terhaeiase friend le i7.1:4-47"••••-olatia wee east reelable wad obeavi.as,
THE BURDICK struvai,Z,737,..w,f,°.-a-24-114
DR. W M. M. FUQUA
3URGEON. .11
G. a Ad Special Office 4it;
ovei Bankt
K
Hunter Wood. Hunter Weed, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-at -Law.




c 4 ses taykruptcv.
DR. J. A. SCUlFAU,
Physician and Surgeon
OFFICE ov.e Ploprwr Br.. , II rill SI
rt‘'11, h V•nres.ta St teepheee
residetire, 289; Mee, 104.8 Oin
°Etc ati-a.-y
All curable Metes es out et-metal) trust.si
without the use of dru a. rkuito.
J E. oidham, D. 0 ; Mrs. Lula E. Old-
I nr11. 0. Mrs. Jolts' E. Orettort. D 0.
graduates Amertt an Schtsil 01 Osteopath,
1•10. Corner 14th and Litseall
streets, No. 611. Consoltatio. and examins-
tioa free
11=ta.
OWN HOME?? k 








Palpitation, La Grippe, Female
Menstrual Troubles, and all
other ailments caused by
torpidity of the liver.
NO NAUSEA OR GRIPING.
ONE FOR A DOSE.
Try a box, and you will never
ti without them in your family.
PREPARED BY
The American Chemical Cou
ST. LOUIS. MO.
domme
For Sale by L. L. Elgin.
house on eu.r monthly 1787'
anti Lean Aster-teflon of Hoin
Ky %eel build you a
menet For particulars apply to
J E McPherson. Sec & Tres
Henry C.:Cant, - Pre*
Masts. Oa. 0.
U La.." „IT ah: ' V,- ,T. lableintil-10. IL.; sent lalicupaln Book Mg-.
. 104 1 onti Pryor Iiii
Ittinika SAM.
tatoucts men. Made, by the
beat inualass la .Meerlea.
tbe best Statarisi messy
OW bay.
SKR) QUARTER SAWED OAK •9,11411 Ilgroois. earedoto/ liadot.s. awes Illadleall
Nasal Omit Mopping ir la sumo tote u.ed as • Swim Sias sari
sr dark tlaa otherogos sob full length tai le awl baba la Mem
erw.r.e. Duey &ewers. Won P.1141 dielisee Sams Mrs.& punted aus
t • ed and decorated make& DMA, finest nickel dra wara....roseas tom
casters agree:atm %emelt. gesame rire Nib It in rt. d
beat. puhutfre Moe 'autism loied.eedf thready er“, tin; snows it
t.,,I.,t.in st•altes. saps ata bite bearing., pat sr ; 1 .741,1 litlerig,,I.
wheel. adjuatabie velour* feet. tingroved eh tti carrier. pates bar.
pawn% deem guard. b•st la baslaassly deseratioi evil ersaineeited aad beeselfalls
teielef tasesee OUARMITZIED Millaleisetrein. wart &arable eed reseal
widen.= soweldesseade. every bassi albsaimist la raislabrol and ow tree r-
etrtmtios 7Book /tin Paw hew sures toms it WA do either p its or aay
kiwi id isney work • 1.41- Tame 111•41111.1110 ill ilallinilis open machine
IT OUTS YOU NOTHING *memos•..., Ibis, year 
-suinetisSere it with
$Ca.ea. ,-.i then If eeevineed Osat yes are Parini. EL 00 to Oita, gel year 
111441.11a
SI
DP To Pri rIO. TM til SOL SO if at s h• t i see irithle three months yea w. yoa ani a a
DON'T ..1./Clois V 0,ars, P , bile.: ' , ci. ore annoy hi• es-Mble.-rmsse.)
Aildr'ss. SEARe. ROEBUCK & CO. (Inc.) Otiose 111.9
, van! 
..-
SEND US ONE OC)1,,LA 
1 ot obi. ad. eat sad wed le Eagan 1111.m, mod ere weleeed .4 tblo 111
11.19..0 LS ACSI di alb PAIS'S 911G55. by trriatot. O. M. yews' te
1.11.111111ttlf/1. 1.,.11 ran exam*. 111 at your new ro t Its .171,3 01.0
•n-i If , .is !Ma It exi.etly so relpiereste41. ettu.1 to orzans %haat;
est.!! at ill'3..411 tar elan.... taleeleateet value you err i ihin arid
titre 7trettler lir it's7:17t'6. : e" 3as4piru'elta'sel led bydlahts,"1""jadbIf lanr.oellesatunla17.38Opy
ness tile ni liSour *MIS, anti It ..1, ht eha
wil l.) wlwr... 1. welt se offer vim mi. el. made le7.fiererekeLelitta"..litbrl
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Only.
"AS YOU SOW, SO CHAI-L YOU REAP."




Clover, Timothy, Orchard Gras% Keene:tee
Bluegrass, Red Top, Millet.





All kinds of C:.A..rnetery Work
Is f wird at our &lop at tlif•
Satisfaction every particular* "YWouerSTo rdr eRrsi C eaSre.
. ,earnestly s‘dicited.
CELL AN U PRICES,
ROBT. YHo.ursBRTrOu4I'IN,
Seventh and Virginia St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
' You Know In Tour Soul They Are The Best.
Your doetor smoke. and rem temente tt tee b-oeseite they are PURE. made
from HES!' 1 OBACCO turd y beat workman Thou-reds are smoked by the
best judges of fine cigars Try a Tobacco Exchange, Belvedere, Siugle or Gold
Standard. They will plow* you. A0e
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